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on a cheap basis will go far to precourt
States
an
be
TODAY
must
NO
ELECTION
said
"he
Mr.
ed
took
er,"
the
Cecil
in
Cecil
T,von.jm
Bryan,
place
Lyon, Congressman
anywhere
world,
Two withdrawals of oil land were
court serve the peace and happiness of the
for an
IN COLORADO. here today with Mr.
Mrs. Adol- - This night letter savs that Colonel Go,d
rdf of the""Dl'
improvement and the country is to
made during the month, with a total be
home.
ot
7
"
No election today phus Busch, as the central figures. Roosevelt will arrive in El Paso over
on the outcome
Denver, March
area of 392,154 acres, and one restor the congratulated
Manual Training.
upon the
public
affair."
in the senatorial ballot.
a reign of gold. The th TVvna Xr P,nic,n f,m noiia. r. tion and fencing
The
event
is
truly
ation of 189,710 acres, leaving 4,690,
and for a permanent injunction'
The old school house across the
The New Secretary.
7 30 a m
ihel';"lds'
most
of
The
in
and
T
&
due
beautiful
is
many
costly
P
312 acres withdrawn as oil land.
well adapted
waiter Lowne Fisher, newly ap tion of the Municipal Voters League presents is a diadem presented Mrs. union station at
a m
The ar-- restraining them from erecting or campus is exceedingly
Classification work in January in- pointed secretary of the interior has ot Chicago and was its president in Busch by her husband, the million- rangement committee for meeting and maintaining further obstructions or for a manual training school. A little
uuuu.r eeiuiu oepuu iiue 11 eu 6uuu ouoiio
cluded among other things the desig- been one of Gifford Pinchot's staunch-- 1906. He is vice president of the aire brewer of St. Louis. It is a crown !?rpptine? the enlnnel i up fl actUS luoiuseei cs uiuil eiec iuuiee; uuieiaiu.
It will thus be seen from the above; for efficient use. A few work benches,
nation and recommendation for with- est supporters in matters of consent National
His of gold studded with diamonds and bush, figuratively speaking to know
Municipal
League.
drawal from entry of 33 950 acres of tion of natural resources. He was greatest fame comes from his work pearls, and valued at $200,000. At the. what arrangements to make. If he that over two years have elapsed a few tools and some lumber would
phosphate land in iuonlana resulting president of the conservation associa- in reorganizing Chicago's street rail- wedding feast tonight, at the Busch is coming on the T. & P. he will not since first investigation was made in give a good start. Later a four or five
from- a discovery made by a Survey tion which succeeded it later and of way system out of the chaos in which mansion, Mrs. Busch will be crownad arrive before 11:40 a. m.
He will this case before suit was filed, and horse power gas engine would help
which' Mr. Pinchot is president. He Charles T. Yerkes left it Recently and given a seat beside her husband then have to remain until 7:05 p. m. every opportunity has been given the meet the demands of a more advanced
geologist. No estimate of the
defendants to remove their fencing course. This would help the boys to
ty of phosphate available for mining will be 49 years old July 4 next. He he was appointed a member of Presi on the miniature throne. Presents re- to go to Albuquerque.
from the public lands. No criminal be efficient in the use of the turning
G.
he
H.
over
is yet possible, hut it is believed that has been identified with the
the
is
he
dent Taft's commission to investigate ceived by the couple are valued at
If
coming
reform wing of the Republican party the feasibility of regulation of stock half a million dollars. Children and is expected at 7:30 a. m. and will have
and was instrumental in the forma- - and bond issues of railroads.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued. on Page Five.)
grandchildren were at the celebration. 0niy two hours here.

Mills
has telegraphed
that he will arrive in Santa Fe tomorrow at noon on Xo. 3. The
governor is coming via Chicago and
so far has had a very pleasant trip.
Land Entries.
The following were the entries at
the local land office yesterday: Earl
W. Brady, Winfred Kilburn, Moriarty;
Enlimo Carrasco, Los Lunas; .n. unes,
Amarillo, Texas; Charles A. Mather,
Shiprock; Virginia M. Evans, MoriarHat-tity; William F. Carff, Stanley;
M. Walker, Farmington; Melvin T.
Dunlavy, desert land application, Santa Fe; Austin A. Zamora, Progreso.

Governor
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GEORGE AND I KNOW
Where to Go for Groceries
NEVER LIED.

GEORGE WASHINGTON

That's why he had the confidence of millions, and

why we respect him to this day and always will.

WE DO NOT NEED TO
Misrepresent our Merchandise.
sell have stood the test of time.

The Brands we

ASK THOSE WHO HAVE
Traded

w

ith us whether or not they like the way

we do business.

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Comer Plaza. Santa Fe.

Telephone

No.

4a

WEG1VECASB REGISTER TICKH S
ALL
CASH FUECEASrS

WITH

RaVc! they are here.

mJx

BOY SCOUT SHOES.
Baseball
Football
Camping
School

$2.00 and $2.50.

John Pflueger

SPECIALIST

UGEM;0 ROMERO

LUMBER

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

T

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

WORKER!

WONDER

THE

tion to the Post Office Department,
asking that the postofflce be closed
entirely on Sundays.
Filed Suit for Divorce John A.
Wood of the Craise hotel at Albu- querque, has filed suit tor divorce
against his wife, Helen M. Wood.
The couple had been married 27 years
Tlie use of Sunny Monday
and have five children.
Engineer Snow Blind Good Roads laundry soap means economy;
Engineer John H. Meriweather, while
in the saving of
surveying the road between Las Vegas ecorlomy
savand Mora, was stricken snowblind and clothes saving of time
had to be taken to Las Vegas for ing of labor. Sunny Monday
treatment. There he recovered his is a white soao which con

New Spring and,
Summer
.

Line Sr

j

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working In ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, arms- - pump jack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

.

IImBMlI

sight.

.iito

It

will double
Japanese Cook Robbed A Japanese tains no rosin.
cook of the Castaneda Hotel at Las the life of your clothes, and
Vegas, who recently married a Swe- one bar of it will
go as far as
dish cook, was robbed of $45 In cash
THE DAILY BOUND IIP.
bars
of
two
yelany
ordinary
a
a
window
thief who pried open
by
low laundry soap.
o the house in which the Japanese
and his wife live.
A New Mexico Snow Storm.
Ask your grocer for Sunny
Albuquerque Appreciated Good Play.
(Silver City Enterprise)
Monday.
The Elks' Opera House at
The hills are clad in white and cold
was not only crowded when
and bleak
but THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
The erst blue sky smiles not upon "The Climax" was presented
CHICAGO
The Albume now,
standing room was sold.
And bitter winds beat on my bared querque papers called It the finest
close study of conditions in New Mexplay ever seen in the Duke City.
brow,
' And
Raised a Check Sheriff McGrath of ico, and has carried on active misheavy clouds hang low on every
Grant county, arrested Edward Baker sionary work among the Indians and
peak.
a El Paso and took him back to Sil- - natives of this country.
Where earth turns unto heaven nor ver City to answer the charge of rais- Police on Water Wagon Chief Mc- ing a check of the Socorro Minea Com- Millin of Albuquerque is enforcing an
pallid cheek,
The lowering clouds with gloom the pany from $7 to $70. Baker insisted order compelling Albuquerque police- on requisition papers being issued.
hours endow,
men to stay out of saloons and to
..
.f
.1 .
After Delinquent Tax Payers Dist
f
il.
i urmmug.
And not one feeble glimmer will allow
Days im; AiuuqutJique
quit
The palsied earth now waxing faint rict Attorney Ward today announced Tribune-Citizen- :
"Chief of Police Mc- that on March 15 he would begin the Millin is to be commended for his
and weak.
sale of property upon which the taxes stand in
ordering his force to stay
for 1909 are delinquent.
This sale out of the saloons. In few cities in
In floating flakes of downy softness
The teeming clouds let fall their will continue uninterrupted for the six the country are the police allowed to
ty days following the date of begin drink while on their beat3. Much of
mantels white,
O'er mountains far and near whose ning Las Vegas Optic.
the failure of the police to keep tab on
E. Romero President
of Board
loftiness
law violations by the saloons has been
Vetrustees
of
The
of
the
Las
board
In glimpses caught, gleam with a
caused by this law breaking on the
gas grant, received the resignation of
ghostly light,
part of the police themselves."
Chill as the dread of death but 'neath Jefferson Raynolds and seated his son
Murder in Socorro County Details
Hallett
Raynolds, appointed by Judge of the murder of Ysobel Najar, a
the snow,
C.
J. Roberts. The board elected
I do believe the grass and flowers
rancher of the Gila region,
Eugenio Romero to succeed the retir- Socorro
still grow.
county, are meager. Nejar
as
member
ing
president.
Rain.
went out to hunt some horses and
Had an Appetite "Houston Handy,
Hail shadowy sky and hope reviving
when he did not return his wife
a prisoner at the rounty jail, for and
he had continued to a neigh- rain,
of the sum of ten thought
Welcome ye clouds that like a in consideration
and spent the night,
ranch
boring
cents agreed to eat and did eat the
when he did not show up
squadron white
However,
Sailest along the blue unruffled mala, following for his supper Sunday the next day, nor the next day fol- Thou fillest the rancher's heart with night: 13 biscuits, three plates of lowing, she summoned some neigh- beans, three plates of rice and drank bors and a search for the missing man
pure delight
For now the grass comes forth with three cups of coffee." Santa Rosa was begun.
A pool of blood under
Sun.
all its might
some trees and horse tracks, which
Mayor of Little Rock Locates at Ros- - were followed twelve miles up in the
As eager to anticipate the spring,
And scolding jays forgetful of their well William Duley, formerly mayor Black Range, are the only clues which
of the city of Little Rock, Ark., ac
the officers have to work on, but from
spite
Bathe in the grateful dews upon companied by Mrs. Duley, will make these, It Is understood, they have
Roswell.
in
home
Mrs.
their
Duley worked up a case. The alleged crime
the wing.
time there tiirlr nlflo
onrnea ilia fjrcmt
$nct
How the moist earth exulting doth ex has spent considerable
and Duley had visited in the city pre--j
ne ,n Socom) cQunty
pand
county
uciuic
Her bosom unto heaven! Now are viuuaij'. vvniit; mciv um;
Duley bought a tract of 40 acres a
her sorrows
west of town, and
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Overshadow'd by the joys that are at mile and a half
there they will make a beautiful new Take LAXATIV E BROMO Quinine Tablet
hand,
Druggists efund money If it alls to cure E
The promise of succeeding glorious hom"
Plea for Mora Schools A plea for W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box 25.
morrows,
When verdure's mantle shall bedeck more schools in New Mexico was
made byMiss Olive Gibson, in an adagain,
The barrenness of mountain, hill and dress at the fourteenth annual meeting of the Philadelphia Interdenoplain.
Bard of Bullard's Peak. minational Woman's Home Missionary Council, held in Philadelphia at
I have a it e'assortment of
Miss
Building.
Death of Young Woman Mrs. Phoe- the Witherspoon
Samples for LADIES SUITS
be Dickson, aged 24 years, died at Al- Gibson, who is a missionary of the
JACKETS or SKIRTS,'
COATS
has made a
buquerque, leaving a husband and sev- Congregational Church,
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
en children.
are moderate.
$100 REWARD, $100.
Work Resumed on Storage Dam
The readers of this paper will be
Work has been resumed on the Cam-fielCALL AND EXAMINE MYgLINE
storage dam near Las Vegas, hav- pleased to learn that there is at least
AND SYLES.
one
dreaded
disease
science
has
that
ing been suspended by the cold weathbeen able to cure In all Its stages, and
er.
Head Caught Between Wagon Boxes that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
101 Washington Ave"!
Jose Carrillo, had his head crushed is the only positive cure now known
between the boxes of two wagons to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beHe ing a constitutional disease, requires
that were backing at Carlsbad.
Hall's
a constitutional treatment.
may recover.
actMarriage License Issued A mar Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
mublood
and
the
upon
directly
ing
Las
license
was
issued at
Vegas
riage
to Sara Serna, aged 23 years, of San cous surfaces of the system, thereby
foundation of the disMiguel, and Geronimo Abeyta, aged destroying the
and
the patient strength
ease,
giving
of
Las
32,
Vegas.
up the constitution and j
Early Fruit Killed Word, comes by buildingnature
in doing its work. cor, Palace and
from Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, assisting
Washington Avenuei.
that all of the early and part of the The proprietors have so much faith in
late peaches and plums in the Pecos its curative powers that they offer
Valley have been killed by the frost. One Hundred Dollars for any case
fails to cure. Send for list of
May Close Postoffice on Sunday-s- that it
testimonials.
Address:
F. J. Cheney & .Co., Toledo,
Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
March 9th.
Albuq-querqu-

400 to 1000 gals,

We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.

j

j

e

made-to-measu- re

Do Not Overlook This

per hour.

Selipan

k

fiTSAm;
and Makes It Hump

Phone 36

Tmamiinii

diiiniw

o

Base Ball
Stock

Base Ball
j

,

ELKS' THEATRE

FL0UR HAY GRAN

Thursday

POTATOES and

We Have Built Up

salt.

Retail

I HE.

Stock!

More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE
Agent for VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

WHOLESALE

1

STOCK

THE

45

very
large quantltle and have
modern facility for furnishing th
very best rough or dressed

CUT FL0WER5
NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS

::

WEDDING

BOUQUETS,

THE CLARENDON

TABLE

DECORATIONS,

GARDEN

? JneZ!f bMgr-

::

DESIGNS.

FUNERAL

-

A Spicy

Salad With Very

Little Dressing
Seats on Sale at Fischer's
Tuesday, March 7th.
PRICES 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. 5o far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

EEZTUr8.vS?pUo!:
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
'EEf0ve1 an(l unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain "

p
JALC

FOR C AI

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

first-clas-

In

SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS

WANT

OUR LIVERY STABLE
s
caters to those who want a
outfit. All of our horses are
live ones, and sleek In appearance.
We will fill your order promptly.
satisfactorily and at a moderate price.
WE HANDLE LUMBER

OSES. CA RNATIONS,

Lump

CERRILLOS

make your drive a pleasure.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE"

LEO HERSCK

RIG YOU

Is here. Whether it be a runabout,
huggy, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will

ALFALFA SEED All Kinds of Flowers and
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

SS5S45

RATON
YANKEE

'3330

From

FOOD.

RETAIL

AfSD

Modern Residences for Rent.

IRL

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIONAL

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

Bros. Co.

P. O. Box 219

Tailor.

FRANK F. CiORMLEY.

&

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

j

d

Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate It to you.

WholssBie

Coats,

Capes and One Piece Dresses.

Julius Muralter Screened

Pumps from

iailURING

Suits, Skirts, Jackets,

Ladies Attention

TH0VIAS P. DELQAD0, Mgr.

HERE'S

J

well-to-d-

and Everyday wear

MARCH 7, 1911.

1

1

THE BEST MADE SHOE FOR

r

Nine hundred signatures have been se-cured at East Las Vegas on a peti--

MRS. JOHN DREW BETTER.
111.
five
"About
McLcansboro,
years ago," says Mrs. John L. Drew,
of this place, "I was afflicted with
pains and irregularity every month. 1
suffered continually, was weak and
despondent, and unable to do my
I took Cardui, and in
housework.
one month I felt like a new woman
and worked hard all summer. I am
now in perfect health, and recommend
Cardui to all suffering women." Every day, during the past 50 years,
Cardui has been steadily forging
ahead as a result of its proven value
in female troubles. It relieves headache, backache, womanly misery and
puts fresh strength into weary bodies.
Try it.

rUESDAY,

B. P. WILLIAMS

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Itasca.

Succesor to
WILLIAMS & RISING

Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
of every description. We are thus Phone us, wewillbeffladtocallfor your
enabled to make the very beet prices sundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
on Thursdays and Fridays
of tuch high grade. and deliver
for Lumber
work
is guaranteed; your
All
V.'e will be pleased to figure on your
bocks are mended and buttons
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without

Charles W. Dudrow

extra charge.

PHONE RED 122.

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

FHON"B RED

LIVERY STABLE
C&L 'Phone 9
CHAS. CLOSSON

in the I1VRY LIKE
Drivers. Fnraisted.

Dm Gespar Ave.

1U.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOK'SPHARMACY.

TUESDAY,

MARCH 7, 1911.

KEP THE

KIDNEYS WELL.

Worth
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PENSIONS GRANTED NEW
The American people are fully per- rather be right than be "regular."
suaded today that so far as the naturThe man who always votes a
MEXICO VETERANS.
al resourcea are concerned our pros- straight ticket has destroyed his own
perity now and hereafter depends on political effectiveness. He has simply List of Those Secured Through Efforts
Many women fuller needlessly from girlhood to womanof Delegate W. H. Andrews Since
hood and from motherhood to old age with backache,
looking ahead.
Having acquired, at counted himself out. The vote of the
dizziness or headache. She becomes broken-dowNew Year.
least in part, the habit of foresight always-regula- r
sleepRepublican simply can- tired from morning to
less, nervous, irritable and
r
in this one great field, we are begin- ce!s the vote of the
When pains and aches rack the womanly system at
night.
In effect the two are
ning to carry it into the field of poli- Democrat.
Pensions secured through Pension
frequent intervals. Oik your neighbor about
tics, and to demand that the machine- paired, and neither has an influence Bureau and Congress from January
ry of government shall in the future on the final result
1, 1911, to March 1, 1911, by Delegate
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
be more responsive to the popular
The
regular must swal- W. H. Andrews of New Mexico for
will than it has been in the past.
Tbla Prescription has, tor over
low what is set before him. Down it his constituents:
years, been
d
carina delicate, yenk,
women,
The sign and promise of all this must go, though it choke him. DisMrs. Mary E. Mason of Roswell,
by the hundreds of thousands and this too In
is the political unrest of the present likes and misgivings alike give way granted $12 month from October 4,
the privacy ot their homes without their hav'
As I have had occa3sion to at the crack of the party whip. There- 1910, original.
day.
ini to submit to Indelicate questionlnis and
more
to
than
fore
the
he
fundamental
say
once,
has nothing
say as to platoffensively repuinant examinations.
Mrs. Sylvia A. Sturgess of Albufact today in politics is the profound forms or candidates.
The men the
Sick women are invited to consult in confidence by letter free. Address
querque, granted reissue, rate of J20
Indignation of the voters against the political leaders never fear to lose are month from
World's Dispensary Medical Ass'n.R.V. Pierce. M. D., Pres't, iiffalo, N. Y.
January 27, 1910, by spec
political power of the special inter- - the men these same leaders need ial act of
Dr. Piebcb's Ckfat Family Doctor Book, The People's Comn
n
Congress.
Medical Adviser, newly revised up - to - date edition 1000
ests.
As citizens we are beginning make no effort to retain.
When
unnwm '
of
A.
Mrs.
grantClovis,
Mary
Jolly
hosts
Plain
of delicate questions which every woman, single or married,
English
to see that if we are to govern our- - party platforms are
drawn up, no
ought to know ohout. Sent free to any address on receipt of 31
selves in the future with less dicta-- changes need be made to meet the ed original pension rate of $12 month
to
cover
of wrapping and mailing only, in French cloth binding.
cost
stamps
from Nov. 22, 1910; also accrued.
tion from the special interests than
regular's views, for he will
of
H.
Slogollon,
we have had in the past, the machine-- vote the ticket anyhow.
Cyrus
Kirkpatrlck
When can-rof government must be so adjusted didates are nominated, no conces-a- Socorro county, granted reissue rate
to make it easier for the popular sions to his preference are required, of $12 month from January 20, 1911. and $12 month from April 19, 190s steadily maintained during the two
Dorenezo Lopez of Lemitar, Socorro and $2 month additional for each of years in jail that he is poor and unwill to produce results.
It must be for he will vote the ticket anyhow.
made easier for the epople to secure When elections are held, the rubber-stam- county, granted increase rate of $20 4 minor children; also accrued pen- able to either furnish the money for
He has rea bond or pay alimony.
sion.
voter on the one side is offset month from January 20, 1911.
continuously the honest enforcement
of Bue- - fused to allow his relatives to give
Juan Jose Gurule of Abo, Torrance
Mrs. Jacinta Deschamps
of their will than it is for the business by the rubber-stamvoter on the
and political bosses to secure
conother side, and the issue is decided by county, granted increase rate of $15 yeros. Union county, granted original bond for him.
of
the
pension, rate of $12 month from Oct.
defeat
the popular the men who vote their convictions month from March 7 1910.
tinuously
Paul P Kirsch of Fort Bayard, 21, 1910, also accrued.
NOT SETTLED UNTIL IT
will in their own interest.
We can- where they find them. The men who
Mrs. Mary Wagoner of Albuquerque,
IS SETTLED RIGHT.
not always work along under a politi count are the men with independence granted original pension, rate of $12
cal organization such that unbearable enough to weigh platforms, judge can- month from October 31, 1910.
granted original pension, rate of $12
Juan Luna of Lemitar, Socorro month from July 25, 1910; also ac- Discovery of Old Boundary Monuabuses are 'he only stimulants strong didates, and act on what they find.
county,
ments Will Cause Missouri to
granted increase, rate of $20 crued.
enough to make the people demand
Regularity in a party is often com- month from Jan. 15, 1911.
Claim Part of State of
Good governand get their rights.
pared and confused with loyalty in an
Mrs. Rebecca W. Wean of Kast Las
ment in spurts is not good enough.
Kansas.
TODAY
AGO
YEARS
20
not
the
are
In
same.
army. They
rate
What we need is machinery under war the
in an army are under Vegas, granted original pension also
privates
which the hardest work will always the command of their officers' in a of $12 month from July 15, 1910;
(P'rom the New Mexican of this date
Pittsburg, Kans., March 7 How
accrued.
have to be done by the men who are free
would
1S91.)
you feel if you were to wake up
on
the
the
government,
contrary,
Emerson L. Smart of Socorro, grantsome morning and find:
trying to defeat the popular will, and officers are under the command of tl)3
ed increase, rate of $20 month from
not by the men who are trying to get rank and file. We
That your $75,0'iO postoffice had
If. B. Cartwright left today for a
privates in the ar- Jan.
if enforced.
is, 1911.
well deserved vacation,
going east. been moved to another town.
my of progress are br ginning to underMelquiades Quintana of Taos, grant- He will visit relatives in Iowa and
The demand for better things is stand this great fact, which some of
That your newspaper had pulled up
ed
increase rate of $20 month from then go to Chicago to see the prepara- stakes and gone away.
out
in
State
many
legislaworking
the old leaders yet find it hard to realAugust 22,11910.
tures through the passage of progres ize.
tions for the World's Fair.
That your waterworks had disapJose Wallace of Roswell, granted
sive laws for popular government.
Lieutenant G. L. Scott, of the Sixth peared and you had no fire protection.
The man who boasts of his unshak- increase rate of $15 month from Dec.
of Major and
Under these laws, which are by no able
That a $200,000 manual training
cavalry, the
regularity is boasting of his un- 21, 1910.
means revolutionary, the people will
Mrs. W. M. Maynadier, will soon be school which your city thought it had
shakable inefficiency.
He is proud
Alon.o White of Raton, granted inHe is at a deed for was not yours, but belonged
take better control of their affairs. that he does not count.
promoted to a captaincy.
The men
There is no movement in politics to- who will not follow the leaders when crease, rate of $12 month from Dec. present stationed at Fort .McKinley, to another city.
17, 1910.
That your city library was gone.
Wyo.
day more vital than this, and it is for they go wrong are the men who
keep
Luciano Solano of Leon, I'nion
busif
Miss Bertha
A. Staab and
of your
Hon.
this reason that the organization of the leaders
That
right. The men who will couuy, granted increase, rate of $15 Staab are at Redondo Beach, Calif. ness houses had deserted you?
the National Progressive Republican not follow the
party when it goes month from Sept. 12, 1910.
This shock is impending for PittsMr. Staab is improving.
League was a thoroughly good thing. wrong are the men who
keep the party
George R. Buck of Cerrillos, granted
In the field of National politics the right.
Miss Mary Malleson, niece of Major burg citizens today as a result of the
original pension rate of $12 montn and Mrs. Palen, has g .ne to Albuquer- report that the Missouri legislature Is
situation is less clear. Here the oen
Whatever is right and vital in the from Dec. 15, 1910.
to visit her aunt, Mrs. F.. J .Mc preparing to ask the Kansas legislatral question about which men are Republican
Thomas J. Judge of Raton grantsd que
party today is progres
ture to join with it in determining tha
Lean.
concerns
the
Presidential
thinking
sive.
Whatever is not progressive is original pension rate of $6 month
boundary between the states
proper
a
on
B.
has
Hon.
of
nominations.
Public mention
gone
it by dying or dead.
Seligman
When any part of a from June 1. 1909.
It is said that in making the
to Philadelphia where Mrs. Selig-ma- here.
responsible public men is not heard, living body dies, "cut it off and cast
trip
James C. Farrow of Fort Bayard,
survey
years ago the
for the past boundary
has
been
but much quiet work is being done, it from
viriting
thee," or the death of the granted original pension rate of $17 two months.
"stakes" were purposely misplaced
and the lines are already taking shape. whole will follow.
The Republican month from Nov. 5, 1910.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ireland now are four miles farther east than thftV
This is, of course, the formative party cannot live half dead and half
of Stanley,
Daniel H. Biddlecome
domiciled in the Preston man- should have been by the surveyor
cosily
I
time.
see every reason alive.
It cannot continue half re- Sana Fe county, granted reissue, rate
Therefore,
A
who had a grudge at Missouri.
on
sion
Upper Palace avenue.
of this actionary and half progressive. There of $15 month from Jan. 3, 1911.
why the public discussion
stone
vp
dug
boundary
recently
large
been
Bradford
L.
Prince has
Mrs.
matter is in order now, while there has been doubt as to the issue. There
James II. Munns of Fort Bayard,
ill at her home for the past near here bears out the statement.
still remains a chance for the general is less today.
We shall live, if we granted increase, rate of $24 month seriously
If it is found that the boundary
few days.
body of the voters in each party to free ourselves from the gangrene of from Dec. 2, 1910.
is misplaced Pittsburg will be cut
line
trees.
for
Fe
is
the
fruit
Santa
place
influence the result.
The longer we blind devotion to things thai have
Frank A. Gray of Fort Bayard, At
in two and the above nan.ed entermuch
lower
than
though
Espanola,
wait, the nearer the conventions, and gone by.
granted increase, rate of $21 month Santa Fe, hundreds of young trees prises will no longer be in Pittsburg,
the les3 liklihood that the will of the
As a Nation we are passing out of from Dec. 20, 1910.
were killed by the severity of the cold Kaus., but will be a part of Pittsburg,
people may prevail against political the political leading-string- s
Mo.
of the
Felipe Griego of Colmor, Mora
the winter.
maneuvering and the dictation of the special interests into the full develop county, granted increase, rate of $15 during
bosses.
Many a National convention ment of political maturity.
The sign month from Jan. 6. 1911.
A Mother's Safeguard.
DANDRUFF AND ITCH-INdoes no more harm than ratify a of our advance from childhood into
William J. Neylan of Fort Bayard,
Foley's Honey and Tar for the
nomination safely secured, by meth- manhood is the
SCALP YIELD TO
progressive mov- granted increase, rate of $24 month children.
Is best and safest for all
ods we all know, months before the ement
from Dec. 20, 1910.
THIS TREATMENT
cough
colds,
whooping
croup,
coughs,
The time to
delegates assemble.
Miguel Salas of Puerto de Luna,
No opiates.
Why experiment trying to drive the
Capital
strike is when the iron is hot and can A Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia. Guadalupe county, granted increase, and bronchitis.
dandruff germ from underneath the
Pharmacy.
still be shaped.
Is too often the fatal equence. Fo) rate of $20 month from Sept. 13,
skin with greasy lotions or fancy
I am a Republican, and as such I ey's Honey and Tar
when The Capital Pharmacy
expels the cough, 1910.
SPENT YEARS IN JAIL
am interested in the success of the checks the la grippe,
Manuel Flores of Las Vegas, grantand prevents
RATHER THAN PAY ALIMONY. will guarantee ZEMO and ZEMO
SOAP to entirely rid the scalp of the
Republican party as an instrument for pneumonia.
It i3 a prompt and re ed increase, rate of $20 month from
Iola, Kans., March 7 After spend
In com- liable cough medicine that contains Jan. IS, 1911.
germ life that causes the trouble.
securing the public welfare.
than
in
rather
two
pay
years
jail
ing
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP can be
Nicolas Baca of Espanola, Rio Armon, with all Republicans, I am deep- no narcotics.
It is as' safe for vour
to
divorced
his
wifa,
$600 alimony
obtained
in any city or town in
of
riba
rate
ly interested (and rightly "so) in the children as yourself.
county,
increase,
Phargranted
Capital
Peter Ball today proposed a compro- America and
are recognized the best
best Presidential nomination, but 1 macy.
$15 month from Jan. 18, 1911.
mise plan to the court officials. Unand most economical treatment for
John A. Wells of Lucia, Torrance less it is
differ from others in being willing to
accepted the prisoner says
The public interest is SEVEN DIVORCES TO
county, granted reissue, rate of $15 that he will live and die in jail all affections of tJhe skin or scalp
speak out.
whether on infant or grown person.
1911.
from
not apt to suffer from piain speaking.
month
Jan.
14,
ONE MARRIAGE LICENSE
ra'her than pay the alimony.
One shampoo with ZEMO SOAP and
Michael Moran of Fort Bayard,
Thus far, however, I conform cheerBall's proposal to the court officials application of ZEMO will
stop itching
fully to the prevailing custom, and Denver Is Establishing a Lurid Reputa granted increase, rate of $46 month is that they release him from the and
cleanse the scalp of dandruff and
1910.
Dec.
from
to
no
as
the
who
2S,
express
opinion
tion for Marital Unhappiness
county Jail without l;ond and that he scurf.
..
Mrs. Geronima Lovato de l'adilla be
Republican nominee v. ill be, or who
Three Applications Denied.
to work for the $600.
WTe invite you to
ZEMO and
permitted
try
of Puerto de Luna, graned original The
he ought to be.
prisoner is generally reputed to ZEMO SOAP and if not entirely
pension, rate of $12 month from Aug. have a large sum of money, but he has satisfied we will refund your money.
But if we keep silent over it we
Denver, Colo., March 7 The divorce 3, 1910; also accrued.
should also keep up a lively think decrees awarded in the
county court
Juan B. Sandoval of Springer, grant
at
is
The
least
For
this
sure:
ing.
up to 3 o'clock exceeded by six the ed increase, rate of $20 month from
Republican party cannot afford to risk marriage licenses issued in the
county Jan. 16, 1911.
of
YOU
its chance of victory in 1912 merely clerk's office during the same time.
Win. S. Holley of Rana, Union
of
Democratic
blunders
upon the hope
A chance statement made by WilTown
Time was when that wa3 reasonably liam Lucker that he intended to re- county, granted increase, rate of $15
month from Dec. 19, 1910.
safe.
Today it is a dependence dis turn to Iljnci3 after getting a divorce
Homar L. McQueen of Fort Bayard,
tinctly less reliable than in the past, from Goldie Lucker, resulted in his
exoriginal pension, rate of $30
granted
Also we need a larger issue.
bewhich
he sought
losing the decree
month from Nov. 7, 1910.
of
In 1912 the nominee himself will be fore District Judge Whitford.
Mrs. Maria Aniceta Bustamante de
more than half the platform.
It is
Judge Whitford deolared he would Chaves of San Jose, San Miguel
obvious, therefore, that the Republinot grant a divorce where the evi- county, granted original pension, rate
can candidate should be selected with dence did not substantiate
a legal of $12 month from Dec. 13, 1910; also
Records in all Languages
peculiar care, and that he must have residence in Colorado.
accrued.
certain indispensible qualifications.
Lucker testified that he came home
Ralph White of Fort Bayard, grantFirst, he must have wisdom courage one
found his wife entertain- ed increase, rate of $30 month from
rind
night
and genuine devotion to the welfare
The Santa Fe Trail
ing a man and that when he demanded Dec. 28, 1910.
of the people.
to know what he was doing there.
C. Patterson of Fort Bayard,
James
Second, he must be progressive, and Mrs. Lucker
Curio Store
replied it was none of his granted increase, rate of $30 month
stand for popular government.
The couple were married from Dec. 28, 1910.
business.
Third, he must be a leader, whom in March, 1908.
George A. Robinson of Albuquerque,
the voters will follow with enthuMrs. Grace Gresham's expectation granted increase, rate of $15 month
siasm.
from Dec. 31, 1910.
Fourth, he must offer the party he of securing a divorce from William
John Cottlish Raff of Los Lunas,
Gresham, the "lunch car king," did
is to lead a fair chance to win.
j
District Judge Al granted original pension, rate of $8
These requirements are not un- not materialize.
month from June 27, 1902.
reasonable. No man not a reaction- len continued the case a week. Mrs.
Mrs; Johanna F. Fiske of Santa Fe,
Gresham
first applied for a separate
ary can object to the simple standard
granted original pension, rate of $12
later
the
maintenance,
dismissing
no
And
man
contain.
whatever
they
month from Oct. 15, 1910 and $2 month
can doubt that unless the next Re- suit and filing a divorce action. She
each for minor children and invalid
and
Gresham
entered
common
into
a
publican National Convention nomiaccrued.
nates a man who meets this test, the law marriage in November, 1908.
Albert Manuel of Galisteo, Santa
Mrs. Florence Harper's failure to
party is sure to suffer. For in these
Fe county, granted original pension,
that
Walter
had
desert
Harper
days the independent voters are in- prove
ed her resulted in her request for a rate of $12 month from Sept. 10,
creasing by leaps and bounds.
1901.
Party ties Bit more lightly on the divorce being denied by Judge WhitMarcus Archuleta of Rowe, San
ford.
voter today than for many years, and
county, granted reissue at
Miguel
A
was
to
Mabel
divorce
Mrs.
given
that is well. In the last election many
rate of $12 month from April 6, 1908
To Suite Every Purse
a Republican was beaen by the re- Fallings on the charge that Allen G. and
$15 from Dec. 28, 1910.
fusal of his fellow Republicans to Fallings, a clerk in the Denver postB.
William
Bates, of Orogrande.
They
support him rather than by the oppo- office failed to support her.
Otero county, granted original pen
sition of the Democrats. The politi- were married in 1904.
rate of $12 month from June 30,
ijora Odessa Swatsler secured a sion,
cal unrest of today is merely a sign
$15
1910.
Ranfinj From
Swatsler.
Savern
divorce
from
Plyn
of political independence,
and politiGarcia Josepha de Noedel of
Mrs.
was
1904
She
married September 14,
cal independence holds the promise
and said her husband deserted her in Santa Fe, granted original pension,
of free institutions.
rate of $8 month from May 29, 1906
There are, I believe, many men who 1908.
Lulu
for
suit
E.
Kennedy brought
I am a Republican, but
feel as I do.
THE SWINE OR THE FLOWER f
I am an American first .
I am a Re- divorce from Edwin L. Kennedy, Ah me ! I saw a huge and loathsome sty.
whom1
and
with
she
I
charges
cruelty
but
Wherein
reserve
a drove of wallowing swine
the right to
publican,
were barred,
I would failure to provide for her.
vote for what I believe.
Whose
Charles F. Welch charges Cora
banquet shocked the nostril and
the eye;
Welch with cruelty and desertion, and
Then
spoke a voice, "Behold the source
ne couple were
wants a divorce.
of lard!"
18 tote131"1 aud rtKrald know
A New
of
Welch
and
married October 20,
iS?Jw&
says I fled, and saw a field that seemed at first
a few days later.
wife'
his
him
left
roses
of
One
and
mass
Be
MARVELWhirli"9SPra
pure
glistening
Charging that her husband has alwhite,
see
before
go.
'
It damsel lowed her to provide support for her With dewy buds 'mid dark green foliage
nursed ;
sell and six children tor six years,
And, as I lingered o'er the lovely sight,
Mrs.
Crawford
L.
has
Mirriam
brought
tev
m x
v e i" "ft'Sot no
summer breeze, that cooled that
'Ifll
suit for divorce from W. W. Crawford. The Southern scene,
nthf.r. hut .curt fttjimn for
W rmiA,
It giyea - K3
Illustrated
Of
are
16
The ages
14, Whispered, "Behold the source of
18,
the children
full
and dlroctlom InMM
12, 10, and 6 years.
COTTOLENE!"
44 Lu.t Jitfd btreet. Mi W XOPK
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Ills
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always-regula-

.all
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I
"when the- A
v
MAI
r
Setting
I' help. Sick kidneys are ivaVouiuu
ror
oie
a vast amount oi sunermg
111
health, but there is no need to suf-Nominations
fer nor to remain In danger when all
diseases and aches and pains due to
weak kidneys can be quickly and per- PEOPLE TOO
GET BUST
manently cured by the use of Doan's
Kidney Pills. Here Is a Santa Fe
.

l.lll.

--

I

IP

i

ll

Mil'

PinWLUIlUJential

1ST

citizen's recommendation.
Hyman Lowltzki, 115 Guadalupe St.,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I can recom-- j
mend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they
have been used by myself and other!
members of the family with splendid
results. The value of Doan's Kidney
Pills for relieving pain in the back
and the other kidney difficulties has
been thoroughly proven to me."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Bemember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Republican Party Cannot Risk
Victory on Chance Democratic Blunder.

j

n

Akron, Ohio, March 7 At a banquet
of the Progressive Republicans held
last evening, former Forester Gifford
Pinchot delivered the following ad-
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

pain-wracke-

to

nut,

one-ce-

1

dress:
Generations have their characterDuring the
istics as well as men.
last third of the nineteenth century
the American people gave their energy and their intelligence mainiy to
the task of material development.
Under the power and drive of their
concentration upon material success
TIMETABLE ALL
developed this continent with a
LOCAL TRAINS they
thorough-goineffectiveness
without
New inductrial
parallel in history.
The following are the time tables devices, both mechanical and legal,
were needed and appeared, and they
of the local railroads:
were as effective as they were new.
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3
These new devices were applid to our
j vast national resources, and made the
No. 10 eastbound.
But in this process the
Returning arrive i.t Santa Fe 12:10 Nation rich.
tools came to outweigh their masters,
P. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westand the political power of corporabound.
tions created by the people became
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 the dominant factor in government.
P. m.
of
When the great combinations
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and capital found that monopolistic con9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
trol of the natural sources of wealth
Returning arriv at Sana Fe 11:10 could be secured more easily through
p. m.
politics than in any other way, they
Using corrupt
' went into politics.
D. & R. G. Ry.
commercial methods with the tireless
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
efficiency they had learned in their
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
legitimate operations, they set out to
get political power, and they succeeded.
Political power opened an easy
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No. way to use money to get more money,
and they clung to it till they wore
34 east and 33 south and west.
Arrive 8 p.- m., with connections their welcome out. The
Tariff was the last straw.
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
During the first third of the
A Special Medicine for Kidney
twentieth century the political ideals
Ailments.
which underline our government are
Many elderly people have found in' likely to have a development comparaFoley's Kidney Remedy a quick re- - ble to the development of our material
lief and permanent benefit from kid- - resources since the Civil War.
This
ney and bladder ailments and from political development is already well
It rests on the fact that our
annoying urinary irregularities due begun.
to advancing years. Isaac N. Regan, people possess dormant resources of
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney political power as yet not put to use,
Remedy effected a complete cure in but ready to be employed for the pubmy case and I want others to know of lic welfare as soon as the necessary
Political civiliit." Capital Pharmacy.
j devices are available.
zation or government for the welfare
j of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
average man, is likely to de(06904)
velop as rapidly under the impulse of
Department of the Interior,
this fact as material civilization deU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
veloped through the application of
February 8, 1911.
electricity to the arts.
Notice is hereby given that Pascual
From the point of view of material
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on civilization, the most important event
Aug. 4, 1905, made homestead entry of recent years is the conversion of
No.
for NW
NE
this Nation to the Conservation idea.
S
SE 4 NW
NE
Section
15, Township 13 N Range 9 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim ''to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
"I find Cascarets so good that I would
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
not be without them. I was troubled a
on the 22nd day of March, 1911.
great deal with torpid liver and headache.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Now since taking Cascarets Candy CatharBentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva, tic I feel very
much better. I shall cerCruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M., tainly recommend them to my friends as
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
the best medicine I have ever seen."
Foster-i,i.llbur-

hide-boun- d

Anna Bazinet,
Osborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mass.

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
923
cure or your money back.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

'(swell,

New Mexico.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Depart'
ment as "Distinguished
Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Department.
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevatioi or Siw feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON President,
W,

J.

a

HAMILTON,

P. WHITE, Treasurer;

W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON,

Superintendent
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can send out
for them but

invariably it

will

cost more as the
several
perience
buyers proves.

"Claire" Building

PRICES

to $200

Fine New Line of

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS

30 H. P.

$1,500

,

We repair and care for all makes
GA.SOLLMH2
AND SUPPLIES.
SANTA FE GARAGE

-

Palace Ave.

Lot Small Extra Fancy
Gray Navajos here this Week.
Sure to
them
they all

W"Tjw.
v

book-sea- led.

0

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
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acres under irrigation and that at
present half a million horse power
is running to waste undeveloped, and
This Territory
therefore unused.
has hardly begun the development
of its resources.
It is true, that
twenty years ago only a quarter million acres were under cultivation
under existing irrigation systems; today the area under such cultivation
is three t'mes as great, which means
an increase in annual production under irrigation of at least $35,000,000 as
against $12,000,000 twenty years ago.
It is true, that under an official
out
survey, it was given
twenty years ago that there was hardly enough water in New Mexico to
irrigate a million acres with a possi
ble production of $100,000,000 a year
and that today, much more reliable
data assure an area four times as
large as possible of reclamation by
irrigation. It is true, that twenty and
even ten year3 ago, only a few thouS'
and acres on high mesas were under
cultivation without irrigation and
that this spring three million acrss
are being plowed for cultivation in the
But all this is
dry farming regions.
Even though one
a mere beginning.
horsepower is worth only $10 a year,
half a million horsepower would mean
five million dollars worth of power an
nually, sufficient to run all the manu
facturing industries of the state-to-b- e
for many years to come.
hydro-graphi-

OFFICIAL

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
a
and
has
and
in
the Territory,
large
growing circulation
every postoffice
of
the
Southwest.
and
the
people
,
progressive
among
intelligent

If
lar session next December.
THE STATUS OF STATEHOOD
public mind is more or less be-- ; gress does not act after I have
as to the real status of state-- ' proved, or indeed, whether I have
Even the Associated Press in proved it or not if it dots not act at
its early dispatches of Saturday fore- - that time its approval will be
fell into several palpable errors. sumed."
In advising congress the other day
The real situation was clearly out- lined by Delegate W. H. Andrews in that he had approved New Mexico's
his dispatch of Saturday afternoon to constitution, the president recom-th- e
New Mexican, and again by the mended that congress also approve,
dispatches from its special corre- - His reason for this request was, no
New (doubt, his desire to see the matter
in
yesterday's
spondent
namely that New Mexi- - disposed of at this session of con
Mexican,
co will come in automatically during gress instead of compelling New Mexthe summer of 1912, that it will vote ico to wait until possibly the end of
at the presidential election in Novem- the next regular session, which is
ber 1912, and that its officers will as- more than 15 months away.
The
sume office on New Year's Day 1913, house followed his recommendation,
unless the special session of congress and unanimously approved the conspecifically approves the New Mexico stitution. The senate voted down the
constitution, which is unlikely, be- house resolution, because there had
cause of the certainty of President been attached to it an amendment
Taft turning down the Arizona con-- , approving the Arizona constitution al
stitution. Despite the claim ot tne Arizona Republican that it was the only
The vote of yesterday means, simpaper to forecast this situation, the ply, that the senate expressed itself
New Mexican refers to its dispatches forcibly against the Arizona constitufrom Washington last week and its tion, and against the New Mexico coneditorials, which told that Arizona stitution only because the two were
was moving heaven and earth to pre- coupled together.
vent New Mexico from entering the
The vote of yesterday in no way
Union, and that it would likely suc- affects the operation of the enabling
ReArizona
ceed in its efforts. The
act for the two territories.
publican goes into the situation with
In order for New Mexico or Arizona
a great deal of detail and circum- to fail ef admission after approval by
and
stance
says:
the president, there must be "disapIt does not appear that the legal proval"
by congress. And by "constatus of statehood for either New gress" is meant both houses thereof.
Mexico or Arizona was changed by It seems clear that
"disapproval" canthe adverse vote in the senate yester- not be inferred from the mere failday.
ure of one house to "approve."
To the house resolution approving
The house having approved the New
Mexico
New
of
the constitution
k the
Mexico constitution, and the senate
senate had attached an amendment
having rejected the house resolution,
approving Arizona's constitution also, the situation is the same as if nothand this action was followed by re- ing had been done in either house aftjection of the entire resolution as er the president gave his approval.
amended.
The outcome still awaits the action
In newspaper circles at Washington of congress at "the next
regular ses
it was hastily assumed that this ad- sion," which, as Mr. Taft explains, is
verse vote killed statehood for both the session which begins next Decemterritories, so far as further proce- ber.
dure under existing law was concernSo much for the present legal status
ed, but this assumption was incorrect. of statehood for New Mexico.
Her
At most, the vote of the senate, in
rights under the enabling act have
addition to defeating the immediate not been lost by reason of the vote
admission of New Mexico, amounted in the senate Saturday.
to a formal expression against the conBut politically or practically, rathstitution of Arizona. The whole busi- er the situation is considerably
ness was an extraordinary procedure, changed from what the people of
and was not such a procedure as is New Mexico expected.
They had
contemplated by the enabling act for hoped, through the voluntary action
the two territories.
of congress in approving their conThe adverse vote of the senate yes- stitution at this session, to get in
terday was not the action of "con- immediately and thus escape any
gress," but merely an implied disap- complications on account of Arizona.
proval by one branch of congress. They hoped, in other words, that it
Morover, it wa3 not a formal recital would not be necessary for their case
of disapproval, such as the enabling to take the course provided for in
act seems to mean.
the enabling act to wait for the acAs to New Mexico, the situation at tion of congress at "the next regular
the worst is, that that territory must session
'
wow, the condition
simply await the action or
precisely preof "the next regular session," in the dicted by The Republican more than
event that nothing is done a the ex- a week ago has been created. This
tra session. The "next regular ses- paper was the only publication in the
sion will begin on the first Monday United States that gave a correct
in December and will end in the mid- forecast of what would happen. We
stated that the advocates of the Arisummer of the following year.
As to Arizona, her
constitution zona constitution would not permit
awaits the action of the president. If New Mexico to get in ahead of time
the' president disapproves, that will through the action of this congress,
eliminate Arizona so far as the ex- but would attach to any resolution in
isting law is concerned whereas New behalf of New Mexico a resolution apMexico, having received presidential proving Arizona's constitution as well.
approval, still awaits "disapproval" This was done, as Saturday's proceedby congress. Congress failing to "dis- ings in the senate show, and the opapprove" at "the next regular ses- ponents of the Arizona constitution
sion," New Mexico will go in by vir- were in a substantial majority .
What next? Our readers will wish
tue of the president's approval provided always, that the extra session to know.
There is to be an extra session of
does not make an entirely new slafe.
Notwithstanding
Many people have failed to under- the new congress.
stand the peculiar provisions of the the provisions of the enabling act for
enabling act for the two territories. the two territories, it is not at all
The act was so drawn as to make ad- necessary for congress to wait for
before
mission automatic in the event of "the next regular session"
presidential approval and the failure again taking up the statehood question.
of congress to "disapprove."
Congress can do anything it pleases,
we again quote the language in
regardless of the present law It can,
question:
if it chooses, take up at the extra
"And if congress and the president
session the statehood matter for the
approve said constitution and the two territories, or for either of
them,
said separate provisions thereof, or, if
and do as it pleases.
the president approves the same and
And this, undoubtedly, it will do.
congress fails to disapprove the same
The president, we assume, will disat the next regular session of conthe Arizona constitution, and
approve
gress, the president shall certify said so far as Arizona
ja concerned his
fact," etc.
disapproval will leave matters exactUndoubtedly, a forma! recital of ly as if there never had been an enWe
"disapproval by congress" that is, abling act for this territory.
both branches of congress, not one shall be completely out of it, so far
house only thereof is meant, And if as all existing law applies to this tercongress fails by a vote of both ritory.
houses to express its "disapproval,"
We hope, however, that in his stateIts approval is to be considered.
ment of disapproval Mr.
Taft will
President Taft clearly explained one see fit to recommend to congress furfeature of the law to his callers from ther legislation in behalf of Arizona,
Arizona the other day. We quote the so
that, with or without conditions
pertinent words in this respect as prescribed by congress we
may
transmitted to The Republican by the achieve statehood. This hope is based
on the well known friendship of the
president's secretary:
"It contains the provision that the president for Arizona, and upon his
constitution shall not go Into effect known desire to have the two terriafter ratification until it shall be ap- tories properly admitted.
proved by the president and by conFollowing the president's disapprovgress, the approval of congress either al of the Arizona constitution, it will
to be affirmative or to be presumed be up to congress to legislate for us at
after the adjournment of the next the extra Bession, if it chooses.
regular session of congress without its
action.
UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES.
"The next regular session under the
There is tremendous significance in
law is, I have no doubt, assuming the the statement of Territorial Engineer
constitution to be present at this ses- Charles D. Miller, that there Is sufficient water available in New Mexico
sion, the first session of the Sixty-se- c
ond congress, that is, the congress to irrigate four million acres; that
Just elected, which will meet in regul-- ' there are three quarter millions of
con-Th-

e

pre-noo- n

'

j

non-actio- n

c

LONGER SCHOOL HOURS.
New Mexico has a compulsory
school attendance law and yet, School
Superintendent A. B. Stroup of Bernalillo county, the richest and most
populous of New Mexico counties, re
ports that only 35 per cent of the per
sons of school age are attending pub
lic school and 10 per cent are in the
private schools. This seems a re
markably low average, until it is
compared with the fact that the
"school" age in New Mexico is from
five to 21 years. This palpable ab
surdity should be done away with, if
for no other reason, than that in comparative statistics, it makes a bad
showing for New Mexico. In Bernalillo county, for instance, the first impression of the summary is that 55
per cent of those who ought to be in
school are on the streets.
However, the great majority of New
Mexico children do not receive the
schooling they should. In too many
districts, the school term is only
from three to five months a year. Superintendent Stroup's statistics . show
that out of 1476 children attending
the public schools, 919 are in the
first reader. Only 75 are above the
fourth reader. Even in the city
schools barely nine months of school
ing is given, or about 175 days of
five hours each and much broken by
unnecessary holidays. The time will
come when New Mexico cities will
give at least 1,200 hours of schooling
a year, or two hundred days of six
hours each. These will not necessari
ly be spent altogether in the classroom. In fact, it is desirable, that a
considerable proportion shall be oc
cupied in the workshop, in the gymnasium or in the school garden, but
at present, the average school child
has too many hours of purposeless

idleness.

DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND MANUAL
TRAINING.
The New Mexican believes with Superintendent 'J. A. Wood that the establishment of a domestic science and
manual training course in the public
schools, will do more for the uplift
of Santa Fe and its homes than anythus
far suggested.
thing else
Thoughtful citizens have given some
attention to the abject poverty, the
bare discomforts of so many homes in
Santa Fe, the idleness of so many of
its young folks who seem to be unable
to find anything to do, and have come
to the conclusion that much of Santa
Fe's backwardness is due to those
conditions.
The New Mexican knows
that one of the fondest wishes of
Archbishop Pitaval, who has at heart
the welfare of the entire people of
the archdiocese, has been the establishment of a manual training school
at Santa Fe, for he realizes that in it
lies the solution for the most serious
problem of the community.
But, it
may be some years before this fond
hope is realized, and until then, the
public schools are in position to take
the lead in supplying a demand felt
not only here but elsewhere and
which is being met by all progressive
communities.
Owing to an increase
in assessed valuation, a closer collection of taxes and the wise administration of its trust by the board of
education, it seems feasible that next
year's plans for the public schools
shall include a domestic science and
manual training course, and it certainly is the desire, of all thoughtful citizens that this hope be fulfilled.
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Democratic party then and there, as
far as this territory is concerned committed hari-karand since then one
of the Democratic papers has died and
two have become Republican, the
Daily Herald and the Albuwhile
the
querque Tribune-Citizen- ,
only remaining paper, the Roswell
Daily Record is giving strong symptoms of its desire to flop over to the
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

R. J. PALEN, Prexidetrt,
L. A. hughes,

i,

a

J. B. READ,

Cashier,

F. McKANE, Assistaat

Casiiier.

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Re

uiar communication
first Monday of eao

Republican side at the first opportunimonth a Masonic hu
ty. Surely, everything is coming the
at 7.30 (f. m.
way of the Republican party and it
H. H. DORMAN,
must not be forgotten that this soliMaster
darity, this success, is due to the CHAS. E. LINNET, Secretary.
leadership of men like Territorial
Chairman H. O. Bursum and Nation
Santa Fe Chapter No. X,
al Committeeman Solomon Luna.;
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday ot
each month at Masonic
Gifford Pinchot, in an address at
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Akron, Ohio, last evening, soundsd
JOHN H. WALKER. H. P.
a warning to the Republican party
that must be heeded. The Presiden- UtTHUE SELIGMAN, Secretary.
tial election of 1912 is already in the
balance and the Republican Senate
j, Santa Fe Commandery No
1. K. T. Regular conclav!
that has just adjourned plr.yed with
those chances in a most careless man- 'ET'f." .1.3 fourth Monday in each
-ic
month at
Hall at
ner.
There is much uncertainty as
7:30 p. m.
to the result in 1912, and as Pinchot
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
points out, it is idle for the Republican W.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
leaders to rely on the Democrats
Repubmaking their usual blunder.
lican success, must be based on someSanta Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1
President
thing more substantial.
Taft must be
and that on 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
a platform which will appear pro- Scottish Rite of Fiee Masonry meets
on the third
of eacn month
gressive in comparison with that of at 7:30 o'clockMonday
In the evening
is
190S.
The party cannot stand still, Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza,
for the people are bound to move
Scottish Rite Masons are corahead and party allegiance rests more VisitingInvited
to attend.
dially
and more lightly upon millions of
S. SPIT
32.
voters each year.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
'
NAMES OF JURORS
Secretory.
ARE ANNOUNCED.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
J. B. Garrish ls Selected as Foreman
holds its regular session on the secof U. S. Grand Jury for March
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
Term of District Court.
month. Vltiiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
The district court for the March and welcome. Exaltei Ruler
term, is getting down to work and to- J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
day the names of the jurors who will
serve on the United States grand jury,
and of the territorial grand jury were
F. W. FARMER.
announced. The various jurors are as
Homestead No. 2879.
follows:
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
J. B. Meet Second and Fourth
United States grand jury:
Thursdays,
Garrish, forman, Antonio B. Aragon,
Delgado's Hall.
Amado Gutierrez, Frank Luna, Ramon
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Esquibel, Jas. Washburn, Otto Preus-se- , Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
Crescendo Gallegos, Juan Francisco Martinez, Luis Napoleon, E. S.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Dustin, Herculano Vargas, Luther S.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Merchant, Antonio Ulibarri, Santiago
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
Armijo, J. P. Porter, Antonio J. Gallegos, Santos Muniz, James Baca, Mi- evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
Room. Visiting Brothers ar.e always
guel Rodriguez and Vivian Lopez.
welcome.
U. S. Petit Jury.
EDWARD C BURKE,
M. T. Manzanares, Alejandro Bare-la- ,
President
Robert N. Maxwell, Adolfo Castillo, MANUEL B. OTERO,
David Velarde, Alberto Martinez,
Secretary.
Arellano, David Gallegos, Marcos Abreu, Roberto S. Torres, G. W.
Lefler, O. W. Alexani' jr, Pablo
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
John W. Casebolt, Felix Ortega,
Ventura Martinez, Jose S. Lucero, Pedro A. Dominguez, Martin Roybal,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Miguel Sandoval, Martin Lujan, Francisco Garcia, Seferino Martinez, and
Cha. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Eaaley.
J. L. Davis.
Santa Fe.
Estancla.
Territorial Grand Jury.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
S. G. Cartwright,
foreman; John
Attorneys-at-LaCunningham, Juan C. Lujan, Eliseo
Trujillo, Luis Moya, Juan Manuel
WILLIAM McKEAN
Angel, Carlos Lucero, J. B. Jjivesay,
C. L. Bishop, Frank Gormley, Ramon
Attorney-at-LaMining and Land Law.
Fresquez, Nicolas Maes, Reginald
. . .
Felix Salinas, Mateo de la Taoa,
New Mexico.
Ora, Jose Chavez, Francisco A. ChaC. W. 0. WARD
vez,. Mauricio Gomez, Telesforo RiveTerritorial Dlatrict Attorney
ra, Pedro Jimenez and S.'C. McCrim-moFoj- San Miguel and Mora Counties
. New Mexico
Las Vegas,
WHY SALE OF WEAPONS
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
SHOULD BE PROHIBITED.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

'

OF 5ANTA FE.

'

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MBXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

j

$150,000
and
Undivided
Profit
80.000
Surplus
Capital Stock

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets lor its customers. Buys and sells domes
tic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.
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THE

HOTEL

LACE

WJLLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

the Best Hotels

the West

in

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BAT

Cuisine and
Table Service

It

Large Sample
Room for
Travelers
Com-merci-

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVEJTCJE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL!
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
'
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

o

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

Apo-dac-

C0R0NADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE

While
Ariz., March 7.
teaching an older boy how to shoot a
rifle, Frank Leon shot and killed his
son who was playing behind a bush at which the father shot.
The tragedy occurred at Heaton, a
Southern Pacific station, five milas
west of Maricopa. The remains were
brought here for burial.

24126

MARKETKEPORT

-

.

.

88

7--

Corn-M-

Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs
9.02

48

ay

July

49

May 30
July 30
May 17.40; July 16.57
May 9.15; July 9.07 12.
May 9.454.75
July

2

1--

90

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis Wool unchanged. Territorial and western medium 13(fr22:
fine mediums Ii318; fine 12g13.

II

I

I

I

Twn Blocks Frnm l)nn
One Block West otCapito'

110161

Il3pla

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

New Mexico

Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Q. W. PRJCi'ARD

and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courta
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.

Santa Fe, N. M

Telephone Red 35 mo6 have

SOFT DRINKS

yow orders delivered.

Tte Mowing are suggested te the thirsty as semetkiar cod sod totting

Attorney-at-La-

Practice n the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
- - . . New Mexlca
Santa Fe,

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

Draftaman
Copies furnished of records on file
In the U. S. Surveyo - General's Office
Santa Fe.
New Mexico
HARRY D. MOULTON,

LEMON SODA,

FIZZ,

COCO

I2MEW

COLA,

x x ::

Genuine 'Aztec Spring Mineral .Water.

R. W. WITTMAN

Ail

drinks made from
filtered water

SANTA FE BOTTLING

Attorney-at-La-

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Open Day and Night
--

For Best Laundry Work

-

Santa Fe, N. It.

basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
G. L, O.
a Specialty Mrs. F O.BROWN Agent,

Investments
Lands, Mines, Bond
. ttocka.
Money Loaned for Investors.
.
We have for mtLlm
- MtnMi4 .......
ma;jlh
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
other Buatnesa Opportunities
throughout Taos county..
Bank References Furnished.
T
"
"
New Mexico
DR. C. M. RILEY.
Veterinary Physician
and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKIUn'
college of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty.
Office: Chars. Closson's Bam.
Day Phone, Black 9.
Night Phone, Main 184.
Out of town calls promptly am

vtrtn,.

twered.
Santa Fe

-

New Mexico

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Publlo
Office with the New Mexican Print'
Ing Company.
., New Mexloi
Santa Fe, ( .

a

If vou want anvthlna on
New' Mexican Want Ad.

arfb.

La Salle Restaurant

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Two

Uoon below F. Andrews Store
REGULAR MEALS

25c

short orders at all hours
board by the week $5 00!

Phone No. 23 Red
PROBERT A COMPANY

French Noodle order 20c. dish. .
f orkC hop Suey' f,0u. dish.

try

New

WeDs Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

ave Money

5

U.

aad Iscoflreaieace

by Purchasing
Domestic Money Orders, Trawlers' Money, Orders,
Foreifa Money Orders
WeUs

S, Canada,

Fap

Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

'J.

!

Proprietor.

,

Formerly Special Agent.
Land Claim and Contests

KSO,

WORKS

...

Cattle

Receipts 4,000.
Market firm. Beeves
$5,257.00;
Texas steers $4.405.80;
western
steers $4.705.85; stackers feeders
The Albuquerque Tribune Citizen $4.005.90; cows, heifers $2.706.00;
moans editorially that Justice Harlan calves $7.0009.00.'
of the U. S. Supreme Court cannot
Hogs Receipts
Market
15,000.
get along on $12,500 a year. It says: slow. Light $7.007.35; mixed $6.95
"A painter who has made portraits
7.30;
heavys .$6.757.25;
rough
of several justices of the United $6.757.90; good to choice heavy $6.90
States Supreme Court testified before
7.25; pigs $6.706.75; bulk $7.00
a congressional committee that when 7.20.
several of these eminent men wanted
Market
Sheep Receipts 14,000.
to buy the portraits for their families strong to shade up.
Nativs $3.10
they said they couldn't afford it. He 4.85; western $4.204.90; yearling
reports Justice Harlan aa saying:
native $5,000
$4.755.75; lambs
' "I would like to have that
portrait. 6.25; western $5.256.40.
I borrowed $1,000 when I was married
Kanstas City, Mo., March 7. Cattle
and every year since, when I fix up
Receipts 9,000 including 3,300 southmy accounts I find I still owe that erns. Market steady. Native steers
$1,000.'
$5.407.00; southern steers $5.25
"The Justices now receive salaries 6.00; southern cows heifers $3.50
of $12,500 each, but that is none too 5.25; native cows heifers $3.006.00;
much to live on and keep up their stockers feeders $5.006.05;
bulls
positions. Wielding their tremendous $4.008.25; calves $7.508.00; westpower over moneyed interests, their ern steers $5.256.25; western $3.25
.
poverty Is in the last degree honor- 525.
able to them."
12,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
Still, only a few weeks ago, the pa- strong to five hfgher. Bulk $7.00
per shrieked iself hoarse because the 7.10; heavy 6.957.05; packers butchConstitution of New Mexico provided ers $7.007.10; light $7.107.50:
a salary of $4,500 a year ,for the disMarket
Sheep Receipts 12,000.
"
trict judges.
lambs
steady. Muttons $4.004.75;
$5.256.15; fed "wethers and yearlings
A few weeks ago, when the Demo- $4.255.50; fed western ewes $4.
cratic rump convention met at Santa 4.50.
Fe, the Democrats had four daily paIf you want anything on earth try
pers in New Mexico. But as stated,
by the New Mexican at the time, the a New Mexican Want Ad.

IN THE CITY

GOOD

Attorney

LIVESTOCK.
Chicago

RESTAURANTS

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

E. C. ABBOTT
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago Wheat May 903-8- ; July

'I

Ol

Montezuma Ave.

Practice In the District Courta aa
well as before the Supreme Court ol
the territory.
Las Crncea.

ORDER

AND TABLE SERVICE

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOI.D BATHS.
ELEOTR1U LIGHTS
Every Room
RATES 60c t
LUPE
6.
HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1.00 per da;

Attorneys-at-La-

Tucson,

SESTJH3RT
CUISINE

D. BARNES,

Agent.
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Gentlemen, I hope you will study over
this matter and talk about it, and read
PERSONAL MENTION.
what otner schools are doing along
these lines and then act as your Judgments
dictate
F. P. Kahnt. the well known Den- - I believe a nine months' school acI
ver salesman. Is at the Monezuma.
to an improve! course will acJohn Parmer of the field force of cording more than a ten mnoths'
complish
In
the land office, is
the city.
school, according to our
present
J. A. Eaton, the well known meat course.
man from Las Vegas, Is at the Palace,
Collect the Tax.
Rodolfo Cordova and Manuel Val-- j
dez of Antonito, are at the Coronado.
Deputy Sherif Sefcrino Baca was
Mrs. Levert will be home the niat appointed to collect (hp school poll
land second Thursday of each week, tax and he will get to work at once.
i
Attorney Charles A. Spiess of Las It is proposed to make the work thorVegas, is at Santa Rosa on legal busi ough and see that r.o one is omitted

ECZEMA CURE A BEAUTY WASH.
Although D. D. D. Prescription has
been recognized for years as the one
&
remedy for Eczema, Psoriasis, and all
other forms of skin diseases, it is now
known that there is no other wash,
even those used by the beauty spe- cialists, that can compare with t li 3
n aiming in,: p:vin in
iimu ni'n.i
pimples, blackheads, rash and ail similar skin affections.
For this reason alone, a bottle of
D. D. D. should be kept on hand in
Your Patronage Solicited
A trial 2.",o boitle
every household.
will show you the merits of this groat
remedy as a complexion wash.
N. B. LAUGKLIN, President
. H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
D. D. D. seems to remove the cause
ness.
Vaccination,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier
the trouble may be, cleanswhatever
Charles E. Doll of this city was a
It was- decided to have all pupils
the skin and leaving it as soft as
business visitor in Las Vegas yester- - iwho are not vaccinated in the last ing
smooth and clear as that of a healthy
day.
three years to appear at the office of child.
Charles Steinberg, leader of an or-- Dr. J. H. Sloan Saturday afternoon,
Real Estate
Get a 23c bottle today and keep it
Surety Bonds
chestra at Topeka, Kas., Is at the j March 11, and have themselves vacci- in the house.
I
Palace.
nated. The fee will be 2"i cents.
Sold by Capital Pharmacy?
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Marti- - j A
committee consisting of
special
nez has gone to Las Vegas on a busi- Directors
N I S H E D,
SANTA FE CLUB
Sellg-maRflnT FURNISHED AND UN-FU- R
James
Catron,
'
ness visit. '
j
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
ELFCTS ITS OFFICERS.
Dr. Rolls and Dr. S!oan was apL. G. Shanklln, a hardware salesBUILDINGS,
pointed to look after the placing of
The Santa Fe Club elected officers
man, is here from St. Louis. He is at insurance policies that must be renewed next month. The board renew- for the year 1911 last night at a
the Monezuma.
CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PRO-Cn- i.
meeting held in the club"s rooms on
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena has' ed insurance for $10.foo.
PERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RN-lO- r
The officers were
The board confirmed the appoint- Lincoln avenue.
returned to Las Vegas from Santa
CHES AND LARGE
'
ena to teach nearly all those that were selected
of Miss Mary
Rosa and Juarez.
j ment
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
some time ago. They
A. C. Austin, the candy salesman, is Spanish and Miss Vm. nia Bean to temporarily
IN THE PECOS VALLEYare as follows: President, Ruftis J.
He is accom- - j teach music in the sen. lis.
here from Chicago.
Palen; first vice president, Nathan
panied by his wife.
C- Jaffa; second vice president, Adjutant
AID OF "LORD MAYO "
U.
S.
David
J.
of,
Attorney
Leahy
(C. A BISHOP.) .
SELIGMAN !5 INVOKED.! General A. S. Brookes;
secretary,
Las Vegas is at Alamogordo in atCarl A. Bishop, and treasurer, Arthur
Phone. Red Ho. 189
19 San Francisco St.
TJ.
S.
...
tendance at
district court.
L. L. Althen and E. A. Rltter, are Belgian Writes That Hi's Long Lost Seligman.
The committees were selected
as
Sister Maria Louise Wagner
real estate men at the Palace hotel.
follows: Finance, S. G. Cartwritrht,
in
Be
Santa
Fe.
Colorado
are
from
.May
They
Springs.
;
chairman; F. C. Wilson and J. A.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
social, J. S. Seligman,
Frank
Roswell
Is
or
Sweet
left
last
for
of
Restorer"
Governor
To
Lord
the
Mayor
being
evening
Sleep
McKane and Dr. Standley G. Small;
summoned on an important personal the City of Santa Fe, Ne-house, R. H. Hanna, H. D. Moulton
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THE "ROYAL" SPRING OPENING
The object of this early opening is not only to take
your measure for your Spring or Easter suit or overcoat

but to entertain you with an exhibit of the handsomest clothes novelties, and classiest style innovations, the newest fashion effects in male apparel to
be found in America.
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It is as though the ROYAL TAILORS had dumped
the richest creations of the whole Spring Woolen
Market in to a great magic seive.
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And then had sifted out the heart of them all in
to the ROYAL SPRING Line.

!
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at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lba.
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New Mexico Central Railroad at TorLeares Vaughn at 8:30 a. m.( ar rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Rosrive In Roswell at 3:30 p. nr.
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
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work, and despite the fact that his TOO MUCH FOR TRAIN CREW
past has been identified with plays of
a serious nature, he hits upon a vein Rattlesnakes Cleared Car Quickly, and
as Result, the Industry
of humor in 'The Girl" which astonishIs Ended.
es even his most ardent admirers. It
is a long step from a play of the
In Swain county. North Carolina,
nature of "Trilby," of which he was an enterprising woodsman has succeeded in building up a profitable busithe author, to an offering like that ness in shipping rattlesnakes
to the
of his latest creation. The New York east That section of North Carolina,
critics declare that he has made a It appears, produces a Buperior breed
name lor liimstlf in the world of of rattlesnakes and New York: scienwhich will survive his former tists and naturalists have been paying
Thera isu'i a dull lino T.ve dollars apiece for good specimens
reputation.
of rattlers.
throughout "The Girl From Rector's"
Manuel Weeks, the wideawake indiand liOt a situation that c.nnot be vidual
who has been supplying
the
understood and appreciated by any scientific world
with live and husky
one.
The success of the piece may
snakes, owds a large piece of land
lie judged from the fact, thr its earn
in the North Carolina
mountains.
ing capacity at Weber's was many Most of the land is too poor and too
times greater than that of the same rugged to raise a crop on, but it
house when the Webber and Fields' abounds in rattlesnakes. A New York
offerings there were the sole topic of professor on a vacation,
looking
New York's theatre-goinaround for specimens of flora and
public.
fauna and other things of interest
to nature lovers, taw some of the
snakes, and wanted a few for his collection. Weeks agreed to catch them
and ship them, and did so. Subsequently the fame of the North Carolina snakes spread and other naturalg

-
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lOonneots n. 'lolfax with E. P. A J). W. Ry, train both North'and Soutb.'J
Sstage 'or Van Houten X, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.
Stage leaves Ut Park. M, M., (or WlUabethtown, N. M., 'at 9:00 j. m, dally except
undays, Fare jj.uo one way S3.50 round trio: fifty pound ba?ira? carried free.
O. . 3. train leaves Oes Moines M, M-- . for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
oi'th at 4:38 a in.
C. G.
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No play of American life fuller of
keen human interest has been presented in the last decade 'han "The Squaw
Man" in which John Livingston will
appear at the Elks' Theatre tonight.
This play, which is the work of Edwin Milton Royle, was presented an
entire season at Wallaek's Theatre,
New York, and those who have seen
it declare without qualification that
it is the best of all the dramas dealMr. Royle is
ing with western life.
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dian woman, and finally comes into
his own again and it is lull of dramatic interest.
Its scenes are vividly
and 3harply contrasted and many of
its situations are unique, while iis
is o th?t siiipli.'i;.'. nnd ciirect-iieswhich is always an eriecuve on
the stage. H. K. Here and company,
have spared no uina uor exitiiie to
make the production complete
in
every particular aud lie sta tic settings, it is said, are calculated to excite wonder and admiration even of a
surfeited
generation of
with elaborate stage spectacles.
The
cast, too, is an extraordinary one,
each member being selected with par--

M.

ists wanted specimens.
The business was going merrily and
remuneratively until one day a careless messenger dropped a box of
snakes and smashed it on the floor of
the express car. The express messengers left the car in haste and the
whole train crew was summoned for
a general snake killing.
It was an
exciting time and it delayed traffic.
Weeks not only failed to realize on
that particular consignment, but the
express company sent a hurry up order to its agent to accept no more
snakes for shipment.
Weeks has sued the company for
$5,000 damages. Meanwhile snakes in
North Carolina are a drug on the
market.
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To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
and all points ia NewMttc.
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
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THE

BEST
ROUTE

SCENE FROM "THE GIRL FROM RECTOR'S"
Comedy at the Elks' Theatre, Thursday Night.

thoroughly familiar with the locality
in which his scenes are laid and with
the manners and customs of its denizens. In his play he has been careful
to observe the verities at all times
with the result that his work thrills
and throbs with real humanity.
His
hero is of real flesh and blood and
Mr. Livingston impersonates him in
such a way a3 to make him actual
in the minds of the audience.
The story, which is that of an ex
patriated Englishman who becomes a
"Squaw Man," that is, marries an In- -

WEST

For rates and full information address

f.

EUGENE FOX,

&

father-in-law-

That BrilliantMusical

EAST

p. Agent,

El Paso Texas.

ticular care for specinl adaptability
to the character he or she is to pre-

IUG

HIKES AND
sent.
Edna Marshall, an actress of merit
and ability, is the leading woman of
Sierra County We are pleased to
the organization, while others in important rolea are Nen Winters, Freder- learn from the northern portion of
ick Monley, Clarence Bennett, Wayne the county that the mining interests
Ross, George Dill and Henry Hayden. in that section are busily engaged in
Thursday Night.
development work, which will result
"The Girl From Rector's" will be in a good production record for 1911.
seen in this city at the Elks' Theatre, The Fluorine mines have been opened
Thursday night.
up during the past year to show exPaul M. Potter is the author of the cellent ore bodies, and the latest news
from there is that a new vein has been
developed to a width of four feet averaging $7.00 in free gold to the ton.
with assays running $300.00 to the
ton. Considerable work has recently
been done on the Emporia property
t
tunnel has
at Grafton and a
carried shipping and milling ore the
entire length. The snow fall there
during the recent storm was heavy
and much yet lies on the mountains,
giving every indication that there will
be plenty of grass this spring and
summer and that the grazing inter
ests will flourish. We predict a very
prosperous year for this northern section already started, and we have no
doubt but. the same will be true for
the rest of the county. Sierra County
175-foo-

JWHEN GOING

EAST OR WES
the

'ase

Advocate.
writes
Magdalena L. P. Pressler
as follows for the Engineering and
Mining Journal: "The
Smelting ond Development Company
has recently made extensive repairs
to the milling plant, thereby increasing the capacity to 100 tons per day,
which has put more activity into the
mining operations. This property is
the largest producer in the district.
The lessee's on the Carbonate zone
have curtailed shipments as the smelteries taking these ores have a surcomplus .on hand. The
pany has let a contract for an additional 50 feet of the main shaft 'on
the Grand Tower claim. With this
increased depth they expect to encounter another body of
ore which had been cut off by a dike.
The Germany Mining and Development Company is continuing the
crosscut and the heading is nearing
zone. It has a
the
large area of ground in the district
The Mistletoe company is driving a
crosscut to the south of Kelly on its
newly acquired Lynchburg claims.
This will open up an entirely undeveloped area. The Ozark Smelting
and Mining Company is still experi
menting with a process for milling the
ore, this time trying out the flotation
process, and so far has met with good
results. No doubt it will soon erect
a plant to try out this method thoroughly as it has a large body of
zinc sulphide ore blocked out.
This company has a few men at work
on the Mitchell tunnel, developing the
upper part of the mountain side and
has opened a body of lead-zin- c
sulphide ore. There are many prospectors exploring the gold and silver deposits to the north and south of Kelly.
n
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sample Latest Model "Banker'' bicycle furnished br us. Our agents evervwhere are
makinar money last. Write tor fit Particulars and ow,,
t7,
NO MONElf REQUIKKO until you receive and approve of your bicycle. Weship
in aavance. prepay freight and
uaujrvue, aujwuuc in mc vj o. uunum u irni

put it to any test you wish. It you are theii not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to
keep the bicycle ship it back to us at our expense and you will not be out one cent
We furnisll11th
highest grade bicycles it is possible to make
FACTORY PRICES at
one small profit above actual factory cost. You save $io
vj ft iniuuiemcn s pnjius uy uuyins njreci oi us ana nave me manntacttirer s guarantee behind your bicycle.
NOT BUY a bicycle or a pairot tires from anyone
at any price until you receive our catalogues and learn, our unheard oi factory
Prices and remarkable special offers to rider agonts.
receiv owautiful catalog and'
YOU WILL
ASTONlSHFn wn5n you
study our superb models at the ivonderfuliy
low prtces we can make you this year. We sell the highest grade bicycles lor less money
than anv other fanorv.
We are satisfied with JSi.no nrofit nhnvp
nut
Bll'VCt.E DKAJ-tiKS- ,
you can sell our bicycles under your own name plate at
'1W double' our prices. Orders filled the dav received.
KKCONO 11 AND BICTCl.KS.
We do not rerub.rlv handle SMVind hand KrvrW hutrlear nut'
usually have a number on hand taken in trade bv our (.hicatro retail stores. Thpsn
to JH or SlO. Jbescriptive bargain lists mailed free.
promptly at prices nnginff from
and pedals, parts, repairs and!
nintfle
chains
roller
RDARfP
wheels,
ftftACTFR
impurted
VUHd I
equipment oi all kinds at kaif Vie usual retail prices.
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SCENE FROM "THE SQUAW WAN."
A Play of American Life Which Will be at the Elks' Theatre Tonight
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that cause backache, rheumatism,
V. S. Jones, Alamosa; L. G.
nervousness and all kidney and bladder irregularities.
They build up Shanklin. St. Louis; F. P. Kahnt,
and restore the natural action of Denver; R. E. Finch, Jr., Quincy, 111.;
these vital organs. Capital Pharmacy. R. V. Winchester, Albuquerque;; A.
DenFOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
Neutralize and remove the poisons
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Hie tegular retail price of these lirrs is
Per pair but to introduce we null
sell you a sample pair tor fM(casnwitnorder$J..?oh
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES

NAILS, Turks or Glass will not let the
Stxtv thousand pairs soltl last year.
Over two hundred thousand pairs now in use.
DFSCI?Pr7i.'Madeinp!l sis. Itislivelv
and easy ruling, very durableand lined inside with
a special quality of rubber, which nevr becomes
porous and which closes up small punctures without allowKotlco the thick rnblmr tread
ing theair to cs. ape. We have hundreds of letters from
"A" and
"H"i
strips Mill
staling that their tires haveonl y been pttni pt-a.. 4.1k t,puactnre
nlan
a.nl,.
uponceor twice in a whole season. They weili no more than 'm to
This'
rim
prevent
cutting.
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting quaIitiesiK-i:i.I
.I
given
III
nn ...I....
by several layers of thin, specially prepared falric n the
muke-SOFT.
aud
tread. The regular price of these tires isfv jsoper pair, but fur
BIDING.
EASlf
adivertisinffoui tHjSt.-- weareni;ikii!iar,rf'L iftl tiirtorvoi icelo
the rider of only $4.80 per pair. Ail orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C. O. TV on
approval. You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented,
We will allow a rash tlirwrouiit of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 4.55 per pair) if you1
send FULL CASH WITH OltDU.il and enclose this advertisement. You run no risk in
sending us an order as the tires may be returned at OUR expe :se if for anv reason they are
not satisfactory on examination.. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a
bank. If you order a pnir of the-you will find that they will ride easier, run faster,
wear better, last longer and look
any tire vou have fver ir d cr seen at any price. We
d t :.:t when you want a bicyt j
know that you will be so well pk
y will give us your order.
We want you to send us a tf i:il order at once, hence this remarkable iro Ter.
r g MtTSfffl m
buy any kind at any pt e m til you send forapirof
rgm
11
JZP
tiies on approval and trial at:
Mr
;'jretliorn puncture-froo- f
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for our b;g Tir an-- Sundry Catalogue which
i
describes and quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the u ua) prices.
but write u.- a pesta! totlay. JiO NOT TUlMi Ok BUYINO a bicvele1
Vw SAB a or a
aV C
f wU M WAtT
pair of tin s from anyone until you ki;ow the new aud wonderful
offers we are making. It only costs a postal tu
everything. Write it NOW.

air out.
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G8&1FAHY.
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CHICAQO. ILL:
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B. Goddard, Sears,

C.

Palace.
K A. Ritter, Colorado
Knight, Texas; Chas.
Steinberg. Topeka, Kas.; M. E. Lenke,
New York; J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas;
W. Swisher, Willard; Mr. and Mrs. A.
C. Austin, Chicago: Charles A. Car-rutI

L. Aithen,
Springs; G. G.

Antonito, Colo.
Montezuma.
John L. Zimmerman, Albuquerque;

KSTSWra
RtWS-UfMmtmi

low-grad- e

E. Dorman, George W. Hopkins,
ver; C. M. Bradford, Felix Sandoval,
St. Louis; J. W. Hopper, Alamosa.

Coronado- C. Rael, Cerillos; A. V. Giacchino,

Ros well; Francisco de Luna, Tierra
Amarilla; I. Huffman, Monte Vista;
Rodolfo Cordova, Manuel Valdez, Antonito; I. Sabino, Espinosa, Taos; P.
A. Speckman, Estancia;
John Cunningham, San Pedro; A. Gale, Kansas
City.

rcr the

mother in the home to ha
strong and well, able to devote her
time and strength to the searing ..of
children, is one of life's greatest
blessings. Often the bearing of
children injures the mother's health,
u sne nas not nrenarea aex system
&wj&g&rm!imm&-?imi&is- i
DUIOUI.D iVA
liilu."""" u.uuh.
Women who use Mother's Friend are saved much of the discomfort and suffering
oil
so common with expectant mothers.
It is a penetrating that thoroughly lubri-:at- e
every muscle, nerve and tendon involved at such times, and thus promotesphysical comfort. It aids nc.ttire by expanding the skin aud tissues and perectly prepares the system for the
;oming of baby. Mother's Triend
issures a quick and natural recovery
for every woman who uses it. It is
for sale at drug stores. Write for
Free hook for expectant mothers.
BEADFIELD REGULATOR 00.,
Atlanta, Oa.

MxW-
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Turkish Parliamentary Etiquette.
The etiquette of the members of the
Turkish chamber almost vies with
the politeness of the young Chinaman
,
so
to his prospective
amusingly told by Goldsmith. At the
commencement of the new era, either
by accident or design, a custom arose
that when any member of the house
entered all those who were present
rose from their seats and made their
salaam to the newcomers. Even if a
member was addressing the house a
breach In the speech was considered
preferable to a breach of courtesy,
consequently the orator paused, and
the civilities complied with, proceedings resumed. To put matters bluntly
these amenities proved themselves a
nuisance, so Mukhtar Pasha took the
matter in hand, with the result that
the house agreed that these courtesies
should only be observed before the
house was in session. As the members
drop in now all ,ln their seats rise
and exchange compliments with the
late comers, but as soon as the business begins the belated one, metalike Longfellow's Arab,
phorically,
"folds his tent and silently
steals
away" into his seat.

"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
cough remedy I ever used, as it quick- ly stopped a severe cough that had
long troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn,
Princetin, Nebr. Just so quickly and
surely it acts in all cases of coughs,
colds, la grippe and lung trouble.
Refuse substitutes.
Capital

The Art of Economy.
The
virtue of economy
should be one of the earliest lessons
learned by the embryo woman. I
have always felt profoundly grateful
to my mother for teaching me, at an
early age, the value of money; that
money represented somebody's .toil
and should be carefully used. I recall my mother's saying, "Papa works
hard and is often in great danger
while earning this money, for mamma
and his little daughter, and we must
be careful how we spend it." Economy is by no means a lost art, but are
we not a little bit ashamed of owning
to Its practice? Has not the pride in
economy that characterized the aristocratic gentlewomen of olden times
become a thing of the past? Our
grandmothers owned and were fond
of fine napery, sterling tableware and
solid, substantial furniture, and took
better care of their pretty things
than we of today. Exquisite darning
and the careful mending of all household linen and garments were highly
commended, while waste in cellar
storeroom was considered sinful.
J. R. B.
old-tim- e

Old Postal Rates.
The high postal rates that prevailed in the earliest years of the last
century made the transmission of a
letter or parcel a matter of serious

moment.
"A packet weighing 32 ounces was
once sent from Deal to London,"
writes Mrs. Eleanor Smyth in her life
of Sir Rowland Hill. The postage was
over 6, being . . . four Umes as
much as the charge for an inside place
by the coach. Again, a parcel of official papers, small enough to slip Inside an ordinary pocket, was sent
from Dublin to another Irish town addressed to Sir John Burgoyne. By
mistake it was charged aa a letter
Instead of as a parcel and cost 14.
For that amount the whole mall coach
plying between the two towns with
places for seven passengers and their
luggage might have been hired."

Taking

No Chsnces.

NOTICE.

Territory of New Mexico.
County of Santa Fe,
Joseph H. Ingle
vs.

filed

hoi. ir.

.

nhnnlnts

-

Jl
ti.uiuo

en-te-

Name and address of plaintiff's attorneys: Catron & Catron Santa
Fe, New Mexico.

NOTICE.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
Gwendolen Fisher,
Vr 70K

VS.

John Fisher.
In the District Court of the
First Ju- uiciai District of New Mexico for
the County of Santa Fe.
The said defenrl.mt Tvi
j
evi,
hereby notified that a complaint has
ueen mea against him in the
District
Court for the Countv
ritory aforesaid, that being the Court
iu wmcn said case Is pending, by said

plaintiff Gwendolen Fisher tho con or.
al object of said action
being for a
uecree or absolute divorce on the
grounds of desertion
ment and
as will more
fully appear by reference to the com
plaint filed in said cause. And that
unless you enter your appearance in
said cause on or before the
of April, 1911, judgment will be ren
dered against you In said cause by
default.
Name and address of plaintiff's attorneys: Catron & Catron, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and Seal of said
Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
13th day of February, A. D. 1911.
EDW. L. S AFFORD,
(Seal)
Clerk.

lfh av

TO AND FROM

ROSWELL.

Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on automobile by wire. 3. W. Stockard.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

.

Low Fares
t0California
New Mexico

Arizona
Mexico

One way Colonist Uckets on sale
daily, March 10 to April 10, 1911, Inclusive, from

SANTA FE, N. M.

Only a few

points shown below.
For fares to other points and information as to the liberal stop-ove-r
privileges accorded, phone, write or see
the undersigned.
Los Angeles

$25.00

San Francisco
San Diego
Pasadena

Monterey

' ' 25.00
2s!o0

2500
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.50
21.35
25.00

Santa Barbara
Prescott

his new automobile."
FOR PRESIDENCY
OF D. A. R.
Washington, March 7. At the next
Getting His Money's Worth.
election of the Daughters of the
drawled the veneral post"Teas,"
American Revolution in Washington
master of Bacon Ridge, "when Silas
next month the president general will Shanks was
up in Chicago he rode
be chosen by the votes of the thou- about in a taxicab an' they charged
offcand or more delegates. In this
him $4 an hour. It almost broke his
fice the age issue will arise, for Mrs. heart."
Matthew T. Scott, the present presi-dan- t
"That so!" commented the molasses
general and candidate to succeed salesman.

herself, confesses to seventy-seve"Yeas, but Sile got even. He bought
summers.
Her opponent, Mrs. Will- a second-handetaxicab at an auction
iam Cumming Story, honorary state sale an' now he rides
around all day
regent of the D. A. R. in New York, an' every hour he calculates that he's
is not much more than 40..
saved $1."
n

'

try

Pcpartment of the Interior, Washington
I), ().. February 1. 1911. Sealed
each envelope marked "Proposal proposals
for pur
chase of timber on Jlcarllla Reservation
New Mexico," will be received at the ofllce
of theOomraissionerof Indian Affairs, Washington, H 0 until twelve o'clock ncon.Wed-nesda- y
May lo, 1911 for the purchase and removal of merchantable, standing and fallen
timber upon both the tribal and alloted
lands of the Jlcarllla Indian Reservation.
New Mexico, eomorlsed within townships
27, 28, 2? 30 and31 North Range 1 West, and
townships 27. 28, 29 and 30. North Range
Rast, New Mexico Principal Meridian. A
deposit of a certified check for Ten Thousand Dollars must be made with each bid,
The right to waive technical defects in ad
vertlseinents and bids and to
any
and all bids is reserved. On thereject
proposed
sale area there is a stand of approximately
110.000,000
feet B. M The t inbe?inust be
cut under regulations, copies of which
with blank forms of proposals may be obtained from the Superintendent of the
Indian School, Dulce New
the ofliee of the Chief Supervisor, Mexico;
Indian
Service, Railroad Building, at Denver, Colorado; or from the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, Washington, Tt
C, FRANK
PIKROK, First Assistant Secretary of the
Interior,

"To tell or sell?" Inquired the
cautiously.

RIVALRY

me

on

grounds of desertion and abandon- ln mo,.,, luuy appear b
reference to the
complaint filed in
said cause. And that
unless you
r
your appearance in said cause
on
or before the 12th
day of Apr.J, 1911
judgment will be rendered against"
you in said cauBe by default
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
I
hereunto set my hand and Sealhave
o
said Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico
this 13th day of February A.
D.,i9ii
EDW. L. S AFFORD.

Redlands
Sacramento

Covered From Hesd to Foot
"What's the matter? Did you fall
In the mud?"
"No. Green just splashed by me In

.

Lourt for the County of Santa xJtBinct
Fe, Ter- mat oemg the Court
j
.u.iU,
m which said case is
pending, by said
Plaintiff Joseph H.
Ingle, the general
object of said action being for a decree Of

"I have a remarkable history,"
the lady who looked like a

client

No. 7034

Lula Ingle.
In the District Court of the First
dicial District of New Mexico ju
for
the County of Santa Fe.
The said defendent, Lula Ingle
is
hereby notified that a complaint has
heen

Phoenix
.
;..
Flagstaff
17.25
Tucson
25.00
Bisbee
... 26.35
Goldfield .. ...
35.60
Tonopah
35.60
Deming
12.65
Silver City
14.55
Chihuahua
25.00
Guaymas ...
25.00
Mexico City
25.00
Through tourist sleepers to Los
Angeles and San Francisco are electric lighted and have smoking room
for men and oxtra large dressing
room for women.
H
...

IT7
unit,
A. T.

rtgeni.i
& S. F. Ry.
SANTA FE, N. M.
C

I I

A

1

,
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he has refused to alow me to take
President and Secretary, ibis 25th processes and the like or any such Territory of New Mexico.
Office of the Secretary.
the middle fence to make a good one
property or rights.
day of February, A. D.. 1911.
BOSTON-NETo establish, acquire, own and opeMEXICO
out. of the line fence If I can not do
(Signed)
'
OFFICIAL NOTES
of the
rate stage lines for the transportation
the above can I put in my share of!
MINING COMPANY.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary
:
merchan-and
do
of
hereby
the fence and reset his on the line
passengers, goods
Territory of New Mexico,
By Wm. II. CANTERBURY,
and turn it back and make it a 4
certify that there was fiied for record
President dise.
own
and in this office at Four o'clock p. m
To establish, acquire,
wire and collect for ivy work of putLand Entries.
PosiMon
WANTED
Ty lady as
Attest:
operate express lines for the spe- on the Twenty-Eightday of Febru-- j cashier or bookkeeper. Address P. O.
D.
ALBERT
HOWLETT.
The following were the land entries ting it up.
(Signed)
and
of
cial
Incor-!nr,money
parcels,
currying
for reply
on inclosed
n. 1911: Articles of
er.nta F. v M
Waiting
at the local land office Saturday:
Secretary valuables upon any railroads, tram-- nrr
WOMAN'S CONSTANCY GOOD
of Stoekhold-- :
ENDORSED:
Vigil, Ocate, Mora county; Nita stamped envelope
THREE
FOR
YEARS.
ways, roads, rivers or otherwise.
I remain
of The Santa Fe
WANTED Acr-ntto place our 5
ers'
nor Lopez, Grants, Valencia county;
No. C707.
To pay all the preliminary exin Arizona
with
deals
Nos.
Respectfully
premium
Company,
cigars
Realty
Charles L. Williams, Vaughn, GuadaVol.
C,
96.
Rec'd.
Cor.
Page
penses incurred in or about the for
P. S. What is the adress of the
Reno, Nev., March 7. I)ix W. Smith
The incorporators and adjoining territory. Good side
Rosenthal,
WHEREFORE:
and
lupe county; Alexander
Designating
Certificate
Agent
;
pro-and
of
the
of
dethe
senator
mation
New York,
company
Mil- Register of Brands for Union Co. former state
East Las Vegas; G. McClanahan,
Place of Business of BOS curing its capital siock to be sub-- : inaniori in tho- onM nrticles and who line. Address Crown t. ear Co..
and is it a necisity by low to Brand clared in the course of an address Principal
Torrance county.
COM
TON-NEMEXICO
MINING
here that he was reliably informed a
?criutu.
de- you stock.
Letter From Attorney General
of the. cessors and assign3, rre hereby
The business or purpose
o. c. w. syndicate had been formed in London PANY. IN NEW MEXICO.
TYPEWRITERS.
to
the
until
be
date
from
attordared
this
The following letter from the
ui
mea in
with offices in London, Xew York and
eompanv is from time to time to b
IClef.ti' d. adiusted and ret, aired. New
P. S. What is a Lawfull fence?
"""inrj
.1....
r.K,.,n,
with
"
the
"'
11
A.
M.
deals
1911:
appointive
2,
or
March
more
general
of
anv one or
the acts
ney
Reno, to secure divorces in Nevada Mexico,
Circular Letter to Directors and
f,lrrlshed Pibl ,.r. and Eup- :
ajP'a,n-NATHAN JAFFA.
r.. 3. Nnctoon Hundred and Sixty-Oneand that it would open for business
power of the hoard of county comhe.cn set fern. ?nd any ho r,
Teachers,
sold, exchanged
plies.
Typewriters
o
ana
me
name
ior
as
is
follows:
lnutl.ial corporation
Secretary. ihln-'- s
missioners, and
Th Santa fv Cnuntv Teacher's In-- May 1, and by September 1 would
i:fessary and
r'n ed Standard n.ul.ts hand.cd.
forth in said articles. al
set
purposes
H
itsbusi-!t- "
M.
to
K.
F.
C.
conducts
Santa Fe, N. M., March 6, 1911.
it
and
from
continental
may
50,000
Compared
persons
thereto,
AU r..,,a,r WOrk and typewriters guar- stitute will convene on Monday, June bring
" li " ' ' "
r r. c m nthar ctar OH fl n1 in
TPm- "'
Mr. H. W. .Williams,
to .eauu lur uiiuito.
antc-Klh st nine o'clock in the
d.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- territory vi
morning, ;
MextorVrs
New
the
of
of
Seal
Territory
Columbia
or the District of
Good for Three Years.
Office of the Secretary.
Clovls, N. M.
Phone 221.
change.
at the Santa Fe High School building,
of
the
at
Santa
the
Fe,
City
lco,
and. in foreign countries and mayi
Certificate of Comparison,
Dear Sir: Your letter of the first and will continue for a period of four
Sacramento, Calif., March 7. "The
iv.h day ot
Inst was received yesterday after weeks, at the end of which, the regul limit of a woman's constancy is three! I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of theihnvo one office or more than one Capital, A.onD. the
address Is Mishawak.i, who sub1911.
ary,
I had left the office for the night ar teachers' examinations will be years.
This astomsnmg statement Territory of New Mexico, do hereby office.
scribes for ten shares of said stock.
NATHAN
JAFFA.
was
fiied
is
roc
for
(Seal)
The amount of capital stock
the train from the south being much hed
was made by John E. Iloyle, warden certify that there
A. B. Graham, wbse post office adm
.mj.c.wuu. dress Is Parsons, New Mexico, subntcreury
behind time.
the state prison at San Quentin. It crd in this office at Eleven o'clock one million rive hundred thousand
Mrs NoTa Brumback, of Albuquer-'o- f
Mar.-'dollars ($1,500,000).
Territory of New Mexico.
In 1S7G, in the act creating county que has been secured as conductor is likely to start a discussion up and A. M., on the second day of
scribes for five shares of said stock.
Office of the Secretary.
The amount of common stock is
vested in and will nav charge of all applicants down the land this putting so short A. D. 1911: Articles of Incorporation
the powa
VI.
commissioners,
Comof
Mexico
Boston-Nehundred
thousand
Certificate
one million five
Comparison.
Mining
those officers to fill all vacancies in for thjrd grade certificates.
Mrs. a time limit on the love of a woman. of
The
of
the
term
existence of the
of
the
dollars f?1,500,000).
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary
is ttie pany, Number 670C, a Foreign
county and precinct offices, except Brumback lg we1 known to the teach- - But u 18 not an mle rema:
be
shall
fifty
years.
corporation
The amount of preferred stock Is Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
from the "tatc of Maine, arc
ou:ers and is recognized as a first class result of statistical investigation and
vacancies in the board Itself.
VII.
folcom
red
the
filed
for
record
was
i
there
hav
that
that
nothing.
over also,
certify
will find this reproduced in section conductor having had cnarge of a careful observation running
The directors of the said
'
with i1;o
?
The amount of capital stock al- in this office at Four o'clock p. m. on
lowing copy if
690 of the Compiled Laws of 1897, various institutions in the territory many years.
who are to act as such for the
c,
derow
dollars the Twenty-eightfile, and
ready
paid in is eleven
original thereol
day of February, first
Charged With Bigamy.
but ought not to have been included. for thj pagt ten yearg
three months after the filing and
i
t inn
f
Inrnrnnrri
nf
it
to
:ransori)t
ArHfloQ
"orr,
clare
1Q11.
7.
($111.
March
John
Bueoy,
Basin, Wyo.,
of this
In 1884 the legislature put the
.
Mrg Gertrude R. Elliott, one of the
certificate, are
is ot.' Z.
i... r-- umiiau;, recording
The par value of the shares
a ranch hand, who recently arrived in therefrom and c the ::ole thereof.
ine oaiua t,re r,iwauy
A. Otero, A. B. Graham, and
Miguc-power to fill all vacancies In any popuar teachers of the Santa Fe High
a
d
h".nd
Croat
the
each.
one
dollar
(1)
No. C702, and also, that I have com- IJ. H.
;
the Manderson district, and who mar- Given under my
in
. ,,
county offices In the Territory
Fulmer, Jr.. whose post office
School, and a woman highly recom- , .
, ,.
The names and residences of the
Seal of the Territory of New Mexa
the hands of the Governor and this mende(J for her ability aa an instruct- - ried Miss Happy May Johnson,
Fe, ths owners of said shares are as fol- with the original thereof now on file
ico at the City of
after a courts
statute appears as section ouu ulLUCl0r. has been engaged as Institute In young school teacher,
power to make and alter the
a fortnight, is in the
Capital, on this Second day of lows:
of
than
less
and declare it to be a correct tran- of this
ship
1884.
of
shall
Compiled Laws
directin
be
and will have charge of the c.onntv 1nil charced with bienmv. It
the
company
Mass.,!
1911.
structor,
D.
A.
E.
James
March,
Simpson, Lawrence,
'
script therefrom and of the whole ors of the company, subject to amendIn 1887. as you will see ny reier- First and Second grade applicants.
1 share; William II. Canterbury, Bos
NATHAN JAFFA.
,B cnarged tnat he hag a wife and (Seal)
of secthereof.
ence to the 15th
Induring the last two weeks of the
Secretary of New Mexico ton Mass., 1 share; Walter I. wood Given under my hand and the Great ment or repeal by the stockholders.
ch,d jn gioux city l0Nva ghe wag
tion 664 of the Compiled Laws of stitute.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
1
Al
MAINE.
OF
j Miss
STATE
share;
Mnlsa,
man,
Xewton,
was
and
Melbot
married
Myrtle
restored the
Seal of the Territory of New Mex- hereunto set our hands and seals this
1897, the legislature
Certificate of Organization cf a Cor- bert D. Howlelt, Newton, Mass.,
One of the special features of the to Bueoy in June, 1!07. Rueoy's
ofthe
vacancies
in
Santa
of
county
to
fill
Fe,
ico, at the City
power
2Sth day of February, A. D. 1911.
ktiare; Alphonso A. Wyman, Somerthis year will be a Model rest has prostrated Miss Johnson.
poration Under the General Law
fices to the board of county
Capital, on this 2Sth day of Febru- (Signed) MIGUEL A. OTERO, (Seal)
cor- ville,
1 share:
a
A. F. Dunham,
of
officers
The
Mass.,
undersigned,
and
Girls
be
will
which
Elope.
Boys
very interesting
Class,
ary, A. D. 1911
Portland: Portland. Maine, 1 share; Charles II.
at
JACOB H. FULMER, Jr., (Seal)
organized
Denver. Colo., March 7. The world poration
NATHAN' JAFFA,
In 1901, by an act which appears as well as instructive.
1
A. B. GRAHAM,
of
N.
the
a
at
share;
fSeal)
Mass.,
meeting
of
a
signers
to
Colorado
loomed
Haverhill,
ciuartet
Hayes,
Maine,
laree
this
be
will
More
attention
paid
2
the
of
laws
year,
that
hr Chanter
Secretary ot Xew Mexico. TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, )
of the articles 01 agreement tnere- - W. Jordan, Boston, Mass.. 1 share;
Snrintrs
when
thev
vonnir
nponls
Manage-coneSchool
to
vaElementary
year
the legislature declared that any
Mass., Articles of Incorporation of the Sanheld at the office of ver-ril- l Farry C. Wiggin. Brookline,
)
in any county office should be ment, which will prove beneficial to alighted from a train at the ITnion for, duly
ta Fe Realty Company.
of
1 share;
in
the
Boston
COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
&
Charles
)
Booth,
city
celeHale
Fleischer,
would
station
that
they
thinking
filled by appointment by the gov- third grade teachers and beginners,
heredo
The undersigned
Before me this 2Sth day of Februdouble wedding before their Portland, on Tuesday the third day Mass., 1 share; George H. Webster,
a
brate
In
to
teach
All
persons intending
ernor.
would become known in their of January, A. D. 1911 hereby certify Haverhill, Mass., 1 share. Remain- by associate themselves together to ary, A. D. 1911, personally appeared
In 1307, by Chapter 6 of the laws Santa. Fe County are urged to attend, absence
viras follows
homes.
ing in the treasury unissued and un- form a corporation under and by
teach-toreMiguel A. Otero, J. H. Fulmer, Jr.,
resas our aim wil be to secure our
of that session, the legislature
of the laws passed and A. B
is
of
79
tue
said
for
of
subscribed
1,499,9S9.
name
The
corporation
when
Chapter
fell
air
Their
castles
s
tumbling
.Graham, known to me to be
from the list of successful
the power to the county com-rMEXICO
MINING
Said corporation is located at Port- by tt'e Legislative Assembly of the the persons whose names are sub- Denver police trailed them to their BOSTON-NEthe
in
others
the
of
and
repealing cants,
specifically
aiding
COMPANY.
land, In the County of Cumberland.
Territory of New Mexico, approved scribed to the forg0ni: certlficaie.
2 of the Acts of 1901.
The hiding place in a rooming house at
curing positions elsewhere.
eleven March 15, 1905, entitled An Act to and
said corporation
of
is
of
directors
number
The
The
1354
them
and
street
Fifteenth
purposes
placed
acnowiedged t0 me that they
There has been no change in the County Superintendent will recom-laand their names are James E. Simp- Regulate the Formation and Govern-- and acn of thm
are
the board of coun- - mcnd oniy those teachers attending under arrest.
slgnd and executed
since 1907
To acquire, own, oi possess and to son, William H. Canterbury, Walter ment of Corporations for Mining, gaid c?rtlncate as his own free act
The quartet consisting of Agnes
ty commissioners has the power to tne Santa Fe County Teacher's InAl
deal
to
D.
I.
or
otherwise
and
other
Albert
Howlett,
Bessie Morrison, 18; buy and sell
Woodman,
Manufacturing, Industrial
jand d?ed or the ugg and purposes
fill vacancies in any county offices, stitute, for positions in Santa Fe Kirkman, 19;
McCut-chen- ,
and mineral phonso A. Wyman, A. F. Dunham. pursuits," for the objects and pur-and traffic In mines
Dow McKinley and Samuel
therein mentioned and set forth,
except vacancies occurring in the colmty'
desCharles H. Hayes, N. W. Jordan, poses hereinafter set forth and to
20 years, were returned to Colo- lands of every kind, nature and
LV WiTNEss WHEREOF,
I have
board itself.
we hone to make this session of rado Springs
cription, and to acquire, own and Parry C. Wiggin, Charles Fleischer that end make and publish the follow- - hereunto signed mv name and affixed
by the police.
I have given the foregoing brief tRe Instltute one 0f the most successotheror
sell
and
to
H.
Webster.
and
buy
George
possess and
Ing Certificate of Incorporation.
my notarial seal, the day and year
statement of the legislation as i u ever hed in Santa Fe countyi and
The name of the clerk is Frederick
wise to deal and traffic in mill siSOCIETY WOMAN DROPS
I.
last above written.
thought it would be more satisfact- , hQpe tha(. the teacherg will appreciate
DEAD PLAYING BRIDGE. tes, town sites, water rights, rights Hale and his residence is Portland,
The corporate name of this comJOHN W. MAYES,
(Signed)
ory to you and the county commis-- , Qur effortg by a larg attendance.
farm- Maine.
oil
lands,
cf
tlmberlands,
way,
pany shall be The Santa Fe Realty (Notarial Seal)
sioners than it would be for me me-Notary Public.
Canterminal
and
H.
you that tne conductor.
William
Agsurl
lands
The
7.
and
Exciteundersigned,
ing
grazing
Denver, Colo., March
Company.
commission
My
rely to y thai .the board of county the lnstructor) and yoUr County Super ment
expires
September
underterbury, is president; the
arising during a friendly game facilities.
II.
commissioners had t.e authority It
IS, 1911.
use signed Albert
m be eyer watchful ot of bridge whist in her home at 1004
n
Howlett. Is trea
D.
To
develop,
explore,
prospect,
The principal place of business of
is probable that some of the coung
No 6702,
ENDORSED:
tQ
need
fte West Colfax avenue is supposed to and work mines and mineral lands surer; and the undersigned, JameB E
and
J
said company shall bo the City of San
commissioners have found
Cor.
Vol.
Rec'd.
Al6,
and
Instl"
Page 95,
at
II.
the
William
of
nature
and
of
Mrs.
of
Canterbury,
metlnS yu
description
have resulted in the death
Simpson,
every
Fe in the Territory of New Mexithe statutes which have been repeal- - Pasure
Articles of Incorporation of THE
to otherwise to extract or remove coal bert D. Howlett, Alphonso A. Wyman. ta
tute
was
Smith.
As
about
she
J.
Mary
them.
of busi- SANTA FE REALTY COMPANY.
ed and have been confused by
1 remain'
name a trump she fell forward on the ores, stone and other materials and Walter I. Woodman, and A. F. Dun- co, and such otherof places
Yours truly,
Directors of the
ness as the Board
Filed In Office of Secretary of New
of
directors
the
a
lands.
are
could
from
timber
and
ham,
her
friends
before
majority
card
table
yours,
Very sincerely
FRANK W. CLANCY.
Company may establish from time Mexico, February 28, 1911:
4 p. m.
she had To prepare for concentration, re of said corporation.
JOHN V. CONWAY,
had
what
realize
happened
General..
Attorney
For the present and until
NATHAN JAFFA,
and
our hands this third day to time.
Smith duction, smelting and refining
Witness
Mrs.
'
disease.
died
of
heart
School
Superintendent
County
Curious Letter.
until otherwise determined, the agent
was 48 years old and had been a resi- to concentrate,, reduce, smelt and of January, A. D. 1911.
Secretary.
A curious letter has been received Santa Fe, March 4th, 1911.
in charge of the principal office in
and
minerals
metals
and
W.
H.
months.
She
refine
ten
CANTERBURY,
of
dent
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
Denver
ores,
from
the
at
official
an
Capitol
by
said City and Territory, upon whom Territory of New Mexico.
President.
to manufacture any articles consistcame here from Kansas City.
a man in Centerville, N. M. asking HAZING RESULTS IN
service of any civil process can be
or in part of the products
ALBERT D. HOWLETT,
Office of the Secretary.
wholly
ing
hard
SHOOTING.
FATAL
will
be
rather
auestions which
Treasurer. had, shall be M. A. Otero.
of smelting and refining or to manuCertificate of Comparison.
Warning to Railroad Men
to answer. The letter is as follows:
III.
W. H. CANTERBURY,
Look out for severe and even dan- facture any other articles, the same
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Centerville, N. M Feb. 16, 1911.
Rowdyism at Texas St?te University
ALBERT D. HOWLETT,
The objects for which the Bald cor- Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
gerous kidney and bladder trouble to be by electrical or any other proDear Sir:
May Cause Death of Brother of
WALTER I. WOODMAN.
to buy and sell or otherwise to
is formed, are to acquire, certify that there was filed for record
cess;
of
from
poration
j
years
railroading.
the
resulting
about
no
to
I wish
something
Congressman Calloway.
In minerals, metals,
traffic
or
JAMES
deal
E.
or lease, and to sell, in this office at Four o'clock p. m. on
SIMPSON,
Third
Fort
639
hold,
in!
E.
Geo.
street,
purchase
Bell,
Hurd Law that has been reported
other
and
A.
timber
ALPHONSO
and otherwise dis- the Twenty-eightWYMAN,
wood,
ores,
coal,
cona
was
mortgage
convey,
many years
day of February.
Wayne, Ind.,
the papers, That he must hurd his Augti Texas March 7Grady
A. F. DUNHAM.
of city and town lots, townsites, A. D. 1911; Certificate of Stockholdon the Nickel Plate. He says: materials and any products thereof,
pose
ductor
from Mar. 1st to Oct. 1st f this (
o Comanche Texas a Bopno.
real
and
and
Directors.
merchandise, machinery
farms, ranches, land grants, mines ers'
of The Santa Fe
years of railroading left my
Is all of the Law can a man not hurr,
Qf fte gtate tJnlversity( 'Twenty
to County of Cumberland, ss.
and mining claims, and all other kinds Realty Company, No. 6703, and also
in terrible condition. There and personal property incidental
kidneys
his stock in another man s crop oi
Oscar
to.
Congressman
Portland, Me. January 3rd, A. D. and descriptions of real estate.
was a continual pain across my back the business herein referred
that I have compared the following
can you forbid a man from letting
1911.
FQrt Wort wag ghot anfl
To construct buildings, machinery,
To establish townsites, to plat lay copy of the same, with the original
and hips and my kidneys gave me
run or hurdmg his cattle on your on
E.
and
othsr
cars
Then
James
J
personally appeared
off and open streets, alleys and parks, thereof now on file, and declare it to
much
and the action of my ships, boats, engines,
fenced clame. and in conection witn "
reduction or smelting Simpson, William H. Canterbury, Al and to
With other students he was bladderdistress,
and most pain- equipment,
lay sidewalks, build houses be a correct transcript therefrom and
this what is the LLaw in regard to
wa3
frequent
saw mills, bert D. Howlett, Alphonso A. Wyman,
a room
and improve- of the whole thereof.
and other buildings
I got a supply of Foley Kidney works, docks, elevators,
a line fence, if a man has his place, trying to force his way into
ful.
of
flumes, canals, locks, dams Walter I. Woodman and A. F. Dununder good fence that will turn aud occupied by John R. Anthony
ments, and to lease, rent and sell the Given under my hand and the. Great
Pills and the first bottle made a won viaducts,
and
to
made
the
to
maintain
oath
and
and
and
ham
a
freshman.
waterways
Grand Saline, Texas,
severally
to do a general real estate
derful improvement and four bottles
Seal of the Territory of New Mex
Veep his rtock inside while the ones
the same and to sell or fcregoing certificate, that the same same, and
him refuses to build their, thony was arrested and charged with cured me completely.
business.
Since being operate
lco, at the City of Santa Fe, the
same.
true.
of
the
is
otherwise
on
dispose
released
and
to
murder
siock
atempt
shair of the fence that will turn
To construct, conduct, maintain and
cured I bave recommended
Foley
Just-IcCapital, on this 28th day of Februwork,
D.
Before
Charles
To
Booth,
me,
construct,
equip,
improve,
bond.
this case is one that I have to con f 500
own street railways and all franchisKidney Pills to maD of my railroad develop, manage or control public
ary, A. D. 1911.
of
the
Peace.
tent with and many others, one has
ae tragic affair was the finality of friends."
es, privileges and rights connected
NATHAN JAFFA.
Capital Pharmacy.
(Seal)
STATE OF MAINE.
works, and conveniences of all kinds,
ona wire and fence 2 rds. on me;a contest that had been going on all
stations,
of New Mexico.
Secretary
Office, January therewith, including depots,
General's
docks,
harbors,
piers
including
Attorney
and
while the other has two wires
day Detween the sophomores and the Territory of New Mexico.
shops, plants, tracks, cars, car equip- Certificate of
of the
A. D. 1911.
embankments,
4,
reservoirs,
wharves,
a part 4 to 6 rds apart I have offered lreshmen.
Many of the latter had
Office of the Secretary.
Santa Fe Realty Company.
drainags, I hereby certify that I have exa ment, and telegraph and thetelephone
sewage,
Improvements,
one
of
to put a good fence In there on the
was
street
nazd and Anthony
Certificate of Comparison. , ,
The undersigned persons, who have
water works, air pow- mined the foregoing certificate, and lines used in and about
sanitary
tel-- ;
line for my share if they will do the the ew wh0 had escapd. The sopho-sam- e
refriI, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the er,
this
same is properly drawn and sign railway business, and such other
and
he
water
power,
day associated themselves to
middle
to
to
or offered
take
mores ed Dy Calloway were trying to Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
consti- egraph and telephone lines as the gether to form a corporation, under
to
conformable
and
is
houses,
the
plants,
ed,
boarding
gerating
fence of one that has proved up and tafee Wm from his room when the
directors of the company may deem and by virtue of Chapter 79 of the
certify that there was filed for record dwelling houses, apartment houses, tution and laws of the State.
put in a good 5 wire fence with a
Calloway is said to in this office at Eleven o'clock a. m. warehouses, markets, mills,
w&g flred
stores,
P.
CHARLES
proper.
BARNES,
Laws passed by the Legislative Aspost every two rds for half Inst, in
and
dvine
To build, erect, construct
Asst. Attorney General.
on the Second day of March, A. D. factories and public buildings, tunsembly of the Territory of New Mexnot
would
in
value
the fence which
reservoirs ico, approved March 5th, 1905 enmaintain and operate
STATE OF MAINE.
The legislature ordered an
1911; Certificate Designating Agent nels, bridges, viaducts and all other
amount to f 10.09 for my work of re-been and Principal Place of Business of works or conveniences of public use Office of Secretary of State.
water power plants, dams .ditches, titled 'An Act to Regulate the Formathe fence could I go ahead gallon of the hazing that has
I hereby certify that the foregoing acequias, canals, aqueducts for irriga- tion and Government of Corporations
Boston-NeMexico Mining Company, or utility, subject .oowevi"1 to the
and do this even without his consent going on at the University.
is a true copy from the records of tion purposes, and to supply water for Mining, Manufacturing, Industrial
In New Mexico. No. 6707. A For provisions herein contained.
othar- - this office.
or
To
for,
for the irrigation of lands, and for and other purposes," for the object
from
of
purchase,
State
the
apply
Corporation
eign
con
In testimony whereof, I have cau- manufacturing and domestic uses.
and purposes set forth In said articles,
Maine, and also, that I have compared wise acquire any contracts or
To acquire by purchase, lease or do hereby certify and declare that
the following copy of the same, with cessions (subject. to legislative or sed the seal of the State to be hereand
unto
when
affixed.
otherwise all necessary water rights, there shall be no stockholders' liabilthe original thereof now on file, and governmental authority
declare it to be a correct transcript where necessary) for in relation to Given under my hand at Augusta, reservoirs and dam sites, and to mine, ity In said corporation on account
this sixteenth day of February in the mill, reduce and smelt ores of all of
therefrom and of the whole thereof. the construction, execution, carrying
any stock Issued, cr that may
man- year of Our Lord one thousand nine
kinds.
Given under my hand and the Great out, equipment, improvement,
hereafter be issued, by said corporaof
one
In
and
control
eleven
the
hundred
or
and
administration
To construct, maintain and own
Seal of the Territory of New Mex- agement,
s
works and conveniences and to hundred and thirty-fiftyear of the wagon roads and pipe lines, and to tion,
our
WITNESS
ico, at the City of Santa Fe, the public
hands
and
seals,
undertake, execute, carry out dispose Independence of the United States of build mills, and operate electric manu this the 28th
Capital, on this Second day of March, of or otherwise turn to account the America.
day of February, A. D.
A. D. 1911.
1911.
facturing plants.
CYRUS W. DAVIS.
same.
(Signed)
To borrow money, and to execute
NATHAN JAFFA,
(SEAL)
(Signed) MIGUEL A. OTERO,
State'.
of
To purchase or otherwise acquire,
Secretary
notes, bonds, mortgages and other evi
JACOB H. FULMER, JR.
Secretary of New Mexico. issue, sell, place and deal in shares (SEAL OF STATE OF MAINE)
dences of indebtedness or deeds of
Mexico
A. B. GRAHAM,
Statement of the Boston-NeCOPY.
stocks, bonds, debenfures and secutrust of the corporation to secure the TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, )
Mining Company.
rities of all kinds anu to give any
(Name of Corporation.)
association
This
Boston-Nesame, and to operate and carry on a
duly
incorporated
Com
Mexico
or
)
for
the
payment
security
Mining
guaranty
So Crisp
mercantile or manufacturing business
under the laws of the State of Maine, telephone company and gas and elec- - pany,
COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
)
or to carry on any other business
and desiring to transact business in of dividends or interest thereon or Cumberland, ss.
Before me this 28th day of Februdeemed necessary by the directors of ary, A. D., 1911, personally appeared
the Territory of New Mexico, makes otherwise in relation thereto, but
Registry of Deeds.
the corporation in connection with Miguel A. Otero, J. H. Fulmer, Jr.,
the following statement:
Received
authorm.
9
at
15
herein
Jan.
contained
shall
h.
1911,
5,
nothing
of the and A. B.
the business and purposes
The name of the organization Is: ize the corporation to carry on or a. 3i.
Graham, known to me to be
So Wholesome
Boston-NeMexico Mining Company. engage in the business of a guaranty
Recorded in Vol. 43 Page 209.
corporation In the Territory of New the persona whose names are subAttest.
The locatiton of its registered of- or security company.
Mexico, or elsewhere.
scribed to the foregoing certificate,
VI.
fice In New Mexico is: Cerrlllos, San
To carry on the business of conFRANK L. CLARK,
and acknowledged to me that they
So Convenient
ta Fe County, and the name of the struction and operation of railroads
Register. The amount of the capital stock of and each of them signed and executed
A true copy of record.
the said company shall be one hund- the said certificate as his own free act
agent in charge of such office upon and aiding In the construction thereSo Economical
of any other Attest:
whom process against the corporation of and the business
red thousand dollars ($100,000.00), and deed, for the uses and purposes
FRANK L. CLARK,
divided into one thousand shares of therein set forth.
may be served is: Alfred P. Towne, means of transportation, and to carry
.
on the business of a telegraph and
Reglafr--the value of ono hundred dollars
Cerrlllos, New Mexico.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
So why not
STATE OF MAINE.
The amount of authorized capital trlcal company, such business to be
($100.00) each share, and the capital hereunto signed my name and affixed
carried on however only in other
Office of Secretary of 3 fate,
stock of this corporation with which my notarial seal, the day and year
stock Isr $1,500,000.
order
August, Jany. 6, 1911.
The amount of capital actually is states and jurisdictions when and
it shall commence business shall be last above written.
Received and filed this day.
sued and outstanding is: $1,500,000. where permissible under the laws
Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00).
(Signed) JOHN W. MAYES,
thereof.
Attest:
The
of
character
to
be
V.
business
Seal)
Notary Public.
(Notarial
a
To apply for, register," purchase
'A. I. BROWN.
The names and post office addrestransacted In New Mexico Is: acquir
commission
My
September
expires
lease or otherwise to acquire and to
Secretary ot State. ses of the said incorporators, and 18, 1911.
ing, developing and working mines
and
449.
own,
introduce,
75
hold,
Recorded
operate
use,
Vol.
in
Page
from Grocer
number of shares of stock for which
and mineral lands, and concentrating, and
ENDORSED:
to sell, assign or otherwise to Endorsed:
do hereby subscribe respectively
No. 6703.
they
reducing, smelting and refining ores,
trade-markof
trade
any
No. 6706.
and the amount of the said capital
metals and minerals; and as other- dispose
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 95,
patents,
copy
names,
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 96.
inventions,
stock with which said corporation
wise specified In the certificate of
Certificate of Stockholders'
rights, improvements and processes Certified copy of Articles of Incor- shall commence
business, are as folof THE SANTA FE REALused In connection with or secured poration of Boston-NeMexico Minlows:
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said under letters patent of the United
TY COMPANY.
ing Company.
BOSTON-NEMEXICO
MINING States or elsewhere or otherwise
Miguel A. O.tero, whose post office
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
address Is Santa Fe, New Mexico, Mexico, February 28, 1911; 4 p. m.
COMPANY has caused Its name to and to use, exercise, grant licenses Mexico, March 2, 1911; 11 A. M.
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.
subscribes for five shares ot said
be hereunto subscribed and Its cor In respect thereof or otherwise to
NATHAN JAFFA.
NATHAN JAFFA,
porate seal to be hereto affixed and turn to account any such trade
Secretary.
Secretary stock.
these presents to he executed by its marks, patents, copyrights, licenses,
J. H. Fulmer, Jr., whoBe poBt office
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
Compared C. F. K. to M. H.
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Grocery and Bakery
Seeds Seeds Seeds
All kinds of Garden and Flower
Seeds, Onions Sets etc.
Sweet Pea and Nasturtium Seeds
in bulk, mixed and separate colors.

j

TUESDAY,

MARCH 7, 1911.

HARPER S. CUNNINGHAM
Ana county, w hich Mr. Crawford plans GOV. MILLS HOME TOMORROW.
the fact that they are liable to indictto put in cultivation at once. The!
IS DANGEROUSLY ILL. ment and prosecution under the above
MINOR CIH TOPiCS
price paid for the tract was $100,000.
act, and such inclosures are removed
(Continued From Page One.)
The land is located in the lower
Prominent Lawyer, Farmer and Ma- at once upon notification by the Unit
son Well Known in Santa Fe
ed States attorney. It has not been
valley in what is known as the the deposits contain many aiilliou
Ui Union district on the west side of j tons.
is at Long Beach, Cal.
found necessary in this territory
7
Santa Fe, X. M., Marcb
the river, being on an extension of
Word has been received here that since I have been in charge of this
e
were
Three
withdrawals
power-sitThe forecast is generally fair
the La Union irrigation canal. The
Coionel Harper S. Cunningham, a res- - division to prosecute anyone crlm- tonight and Wednesday with
tract begins at a point seven miles made, covering 26,778 acres making ident of Santa Fe and one of the most inally under the above act, and but
not much change in tempera- - X from El Paso and ends 11 lr.iks above a total of 1,398,415 acres withdrawn
have been
prominent masons in the land. Is re- few court proceedings
N ture.
that city, being five miles in length. for power purposes.
ill at Long Beach, found necessary, and those through
dangerously
ported
Under the enlarged homestead act California where he went in an effort
It is located in the undisputed porInjunction only.
?r.int. whkh 2?9,2'ift acres were designated in Colo- to
tion, of the Santa
Very respectfully,
recuperate.
'!
total
Land rado. Idaho and Montana. The
pocketbooks can he had for is owned V,v the San::;
LEROY O. MOORE,
Colonel Cunningham is reported to
area enterable nailer tills, act in "f
v'o:. :.:j)y of
5 cents at GOEBKLS.
..;;u:
Chief of Field Division.
trouble
i.0 suffering with stomach
sere tracts on February 1 was 1
Elks Initiate and E'ect Santa Fri president.
which has not yielded to treatment so
acres.
A
O.
P.
ew Mexico Kro It !".:.s "iv.ee
Z.,
No. iCJ, ii.
Lodge
far, and his friends here are alarmed FOGZZARIO, AUTHOR OF
In all 2,207,946 acres were classified over his condition.
will meet
at their hall tomor- been learned that t'.ralcemau Mike
He is 06 years of
"ILL SANTO" IS DEAD.
row night to elect officers and to ini-- :
or withdrawn dur'ig .Jari-t;", s a re- age and haa practiced law for many
who was scalded by stea-Bluett,
'
enttms-tiaie candidates. A large and
sult of detailed field exan inatipn by years. He is a farmer, however, by
when the disaster to engine No. 933
Famous Italian Author, After Long
iastic meeting is predicted.
geologists and engineers.
choice and purchased the well known
last
Colo.,
at
Illness Succumbs to Cancer
Friday
Earl,
happened
of
An
article
A Mark of Culture
from
Bishop ranch about six miles
a hero
himself
of the Liver.
comfort and convenience is a fine toil--; morning, proved
two
or
a
here year
ago.
ONE DAY'S GRIST IN
Alet set. Read about them in the newi worthy of a Carnegie medal.
WIDE-OPETOWN,
is sovereign
Colonel Cunningham
Venice, March 7 Anton Fogzzarlo.
ad today for the Santa Fe Hardware though badly scalded by the escaping
of the Masonic order
and alfrom
steam
general
waist
grand
the
down,
Co.
and Supply
the
author, died today after a long illmost rendered unconscious
by the Lawlessness Seems to Be Rampant in for New Mexico and enjoys the rare
ness. He recently underwent an operSending Out Poll Books County,
33rd
a
of
distinction
demonstrated
the
degree
Pass
he
Texas,
from
his
Judging
being
City,
burns,
pain
School Superintendent John V.
Mason.
ation of cancer of the liver. All Italy
From Record.
his great presence of mind and nerve
today se"nt out poll books to the
enj
from
the
himself
El
Paso
One
of
Herald,
the
is in mourning.
issue
by
disentangling
which
Expressions of grief
different school districts in
to that of last evening, relates the fol-- '
GOULD HAD NO KICK.
have been received from King Victor
elections will bo held for directors on gine, seizing his flag and hastening
the front just in time to stop No. 7, lowing items of court and police
next month.
Emanuel, and even from cardinals and
s
Continued from Page One.
which was to meet Conductor Brown's news:
bishops despite the fact that Italian
Boy Scouts, and all other boys
local at the nearby switch and which
Five murder cases are set for trial
writers considered him unorthodox.
Read the ad in this issue for
was flagged just.in time to prevent a in the court which convened on Mon- - action under tne above act o cou. His best known
novel, "II Santo," was
John Pnueger who has gotten in a second
as
soon
As
the day. Two fatal cutting affrays took;
haa been ln8tjtuted ,in tnis case placed under ban by the Holy See.
grss
special line of shoes for scouting, oncomingcatastrophe.
'
train had seen his signal of PIaceand no action other than injunctional
camping, football or baseball playing,
danger, he fell in a swoon, overcome
Abundio Martinez while crossing a proceedings has been initiated in
school and every day wear.
LOST Watch fob black ribbon
and the in- canal with his mother, was stabbed other cases
wherein the public lands with plain gold buckle.
Best Show of the Season Manager by his heroic exertions
A.
S.
A
tense pain from his burns.
special with a butcher's knife that penetrated nave Deen
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L. M. Crawford and his associates, H. wish to get trees from the city. Apply
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The complete new Spring and Summer line of the celebrated American Ladies
Tailoring Company is now on display at our store.
It is the largest and most authentic array of the very newest styles and fabrics ever attempted, and under no conditions should you fail to come and inspect this magnificent
exhibit of America's greatest style authority and master
tailors of women's fashionable made-t- order garments.
o

t

Don t

ft

0

Come

at. unce

There Tare 72 new Spring and Summer
styles the pick of the latest creations in the
fashion centres of the world. There are 278
absolutely guaranteed fabricsthe newest
and best for this season's wear.
And as their exclusive representative here we are in a position to place this entire master tailoring organization at your
immediate service to solve the wearisome dress problem for you in a way that you will be POSITIVELY DELIGHTED more
than merely satisfied with the result.

So don't miss such an exceptional opportunity as this.
Come at once and see for yourself just what is latest and best in woman's dress- - Note what all the fashionable
You won't obligate
women in the large cities are now wearing.
yourself to buy in any way, and you will received hints and suggestions for you new Spring outfit that you will
BE SIRE TO COME EARLY-WHI- LE
LINE IS STILL UNBROKEN.
THE COMPLETE
be mighty glad indeed to get.

THE BIG
STORE.
T

NATHAN SALMON

THE BIG
STORE.

